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Dear Readers,
2018 has been an interesting year for the UAE real
estate sector. Whilst transactions may have declined
overall, this year has witnessed several positive
developments in the industry. Landmark legislative reforms
to residency visas, attractive rent-to-own and post-payment
plans offered by master developers, and an increase in
the speed at which new projects were handed over are
all initiatives which cultivate a pro-investor environment,
increase confidence and are reasons to be optimistic.
In an important milestone for Property Finder, this year
saw the unveiling of an exciting new brand identity,
showcasing a fresh and bold new look with our new
mission to motivate and inspire people to live the life
they deserve.
It is our last issue of Prestige for the year, and also the
6th year anniversary of the magazine! A fitting time for
the publication to undergo a refresh also.
For this issue, we gathered the real estate agents at the
top of their game for lunch at La Cantine du Faubourg.
All are in the running to be crowned Best Agent in the
2018 Property Finder Awards. Our leading ladies and
gentlemen shared with us exactly what it takes to be the
best in the industry.
As 2018 concludes, Lynnette Abad, Director of Data &
Research at Property Finder presents a detailed summary of
market activity over the year, highlighting the top transacted
areas, top searched areas, most notable handovers and
expected supply for the remainder of the year.
Prestige Magazine’s Editor-in-Chief and CCO of
Property Finder, Lukman Hajje, takes a look at why the
shared economy is thriving in the real estate sector and
assesses the short-term leasing industry in Dubai.
Our guest columnists, Mark Tolland, Managing Director
of Abode Properties, Safura Abasniya, Managing
Partner of Aston Pearl Real Estate, Wissam Karmouchy,
Managing Director of Gold Mark Real Estate and
Michael Burke, Managing Partner of Arabian Escapes
offer their insights on the hottest industry topics.
To our readers travelling home or holidaying abroad
for the new years period, we wish you a safe journey
and a very happy New Year!

“In the running to
be crowned Best
Agent in the 2018
Property Finder
Awards, our
leading ladies and
gentlemen shared
with us exactly
what it takes to
be the best”

Michael Lahyani
CEO & Founder

Ensure you receive your copy of Prestige. To subscribe, please visit propertyfinder.ae
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NEWS
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A ROUND-UP OF THE REAL ESTATE AND DEVELOPMENT NEWS
MAKING WAVES ACROSS THE UAE AND BEYOND.

7.7

%

ANNUAL POPULATION
GROWTH RATE

3,136,400

2,904,000

2017 END OF Q3

DUBAI POPULATION
NOW MORE THAN 3
MILLION
SEPTEMBER SEES
he population of Dubai has crossed DUBAI RESIDENTIAL
the three million milestone, registering
a 7.7 percent growth since last year, PRICES SLUMP 7.7
Dubai Statistics Center (DSC) has PERCENT

EMAAR
SHAREHOLDERS
SCORE DH1
BILLION CASH
PAY-OUT

T

Image: Shutterstock

The master developer of Burj Khalifa will be
distributing special cash dividend after selling
billions worth of properties

U

AE property developer Emaar will be
distributing a mammoth pay-out to its
shareholders, as investors continue to
pour billions of dirhams into Dubai’s
real estate sector, reports local national
media.
The master developer of Burj Khalifa
announced recently that it will be handing
out Dh1.04 billion as a special cash
dividend to investors, marking a year of its
listing on the Dubai Financial Market (DFM).
The bumper pay-out is the first to be
approved by the developer since its public
listing in 2017.
Industry sources said that there has been an
increase in the uptake of off-plan properties
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in Dubai, as local and international buyers
continue to snap up homes under construction
in the emirate.
During the first six months of the year,
investors acquired properties worth a total of
Dh111 billion across the city, according to
the Dubai Land Department (DLD).
The three biggest buyers of the year so
far are UAE nationals, Indians and Saudis,
whose investments accounted for Dh6.8
billion, Dh5.9 billion and Dh3.7 billion,
respectively.
From January to June this year, Emaar
managed to stash a net profit of Dh1.82
billion and a revenue of Dh6.99 billion.
During the same period, the developer

2018 END OF Q3

population growth rate is contrary to trends
in any other parts of the world where growth
is usually driven by natural population
increase (births and deaths). Growth in
Dubai’s Emirati population, in contrast, is
driven by natural factors.
The latest population data from DSC also
shows that males constitute 49.5 percent of
the Emirati population while females account
for 50.5 percent (89 males to 100 females).

offered up 3,600 residential units for sale
and scooped up a total of Dh6.23 billion
from buyers.
Its current total sales backlog stands at
more than Dh38.5 billion, a huge portion of
which will be “recognised as revenue over
the next three to four years.”
According to JLL’s latest report, the Dubai
market has witnessed a major increase in
off-plan residential sales over the past two
years. Citing data from DLD, the property
expert said the value of off-plan sales has
gone up by 17 percent, from Dh12 billion
in the first half of 2016 to Dh14 billion in the
first half of 2018.

revealed. The emirate’s population grew by
232,400 to reach 3,136,400 at the end
of the third quarter of 2018.
“The rise in population reflects Dubai’s
growth as a dynamic economic and tourism
hub. The population of non-resident workers
and temporary residents in Dubai is currently
1,155,000, while the total active daytime
population of the emirate is 4,291,400.
As much as 37 percent of Dubai’s active
daytime population comes from outside
the emirate,” said Arif Al Muhairi, DSC
Executive Director.
He added that the DSC adopts
international standards and methodologies
to monitor Dubai’s rapidly changing
population profile.
“Data of both the resident and transient
population of Dubai is crucial to identify
infrastructural, social and economic needs.
It is necessary to provide planners, decisionmakers and investors an integrated and
holistic picture of the demographic realities
and movement of people within the emirate,”
he said.
According to the DSC data, the net
increase in the number of temporary residents
in Dubai in the third quarter of 2018 was
6.6 percent compared to the same period
in 2017.
Meanwhile, the increase in the total
resident population was 1.1 percent. The
total active population in the third quarter
of 2018 increased by 7.7 percent from the
same period in 2017.
Al Muhairi attributed this growth to the fact
that Dubai is an international commercial hub
that attracts investors and talent from across
the world in a wide diversity of sectors.
He noted that the exceptionally high

R

ental and sales property prices
continued to decline across much of
the UAE in September as the fight for
affordability persists, according to
new data. Average residential sales prices
in Dubai decreased by 7.7 percent year-onyear that month, according to a report by
market analyst Reidin.
Its Dubai Residential Property Sales Price
Index, researched on a monthly basis,
decreased by 2.1 points to 235.6 – a 0.8
percent month-on-month drop.
Villa sale prices registered the steepest
declines of all types of residential property in
Dubai in September. Prices decreased by 9
percent year-on-year, while apartment sales
prices declined by 7.3 percent.
Property prices across the UAE have fallen
over the past few years amid a three-year
oil price slump. Global oil prices have
recovered to above US $80 per barrel now,
but rising supply and a maturing market
offering a broader range of price points are
keeping property values lower than before.
Average rental values in Dubai declined by
9.8 percent, and Reidin’s Dubai Residential
Property Rental Price Index decreased by
0.6 points to 82.2, representing a monthly
decline of 0.7 percent. Apartment rental
prices declined more steeply than for villas,
at 9.9 percent year-on-year compared to
7.9 percent for villas.
In Abu Dhabi, residential sales prices
declined by 5.6 percent year-on-year in
September, according to Reidin. The Abu
Dhabi Residential Property Sales Price Index
fell by 0.6 points to 87.7, a 0.62 percent
decline. Average apartment sales prices
fell by 6.4 percent year-on-year, while villa

sales prices declined by 3 percent.
For rentals, prices declined at a steeper
11.2 percent on average in September, with
apartment rental rates in Abu Dhabi falling
by 11.7 percent annually and villas by 9.9
percent. Reidin’s Abu Dhabi Residential
Property Rental Price Index decreased by
0.7 points month-on-month, to 81.7.

INDUSTRY
WATCHDOG RICS
URGES NEW
SECTOR
STANDARDS

T

he Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors (RICS), a global association
of property professionals that works to
raise ethical and practical standards in
real estate, is discussing with the UAE about
adopting international guidelines on how
property is measured and valued to achieve
consistency, as well as a mediation platform
to resolve construction disputes, according
to The National newspaper.
The proposals are intended to give
greater confidence to investors looking to
acquire property in the UAE at a time when
the national government is also taking steps
to increase transparency. The Dubai Land
Department (DLD) is currently creating a
blockchain-based digital platform to record
property sales and rentals by 2020 and
make it easier for overseas investors to
conduct transactions.
“Having consistency around the world
is really important in bringing professional
standards to the marketplace and
encouraging investment,” said RICS CEO
Sean Tompkins. “There has historically been
a massive lack of clarity on how properties
are measured, which impacts valuations.”
The UAE has yet to adopt many of RICS
industry guidelines, and the organisation
wants to increase its profile in the country,
where it regulates 1,500 surveyors chartered
by the institution. It held talks earlier this year
with Dubai’s DIFC Courts to launch a conflict
resolution service in the UAE, Tompkins said.
“[The proposal] is currently under review,”
a DIFC Courts spokesman told The National.
He did not say when a decision would be
made.
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NAKHEEL BREAKS
GROUND ON
DRAGON TOWERS

D

ubai master developer Nakheel has
broken ground on Dragon Towers,
its Dh713 million twin-building
residential project at the rapidly expanding
Dragon City mixed-use community. It is due
for completion in 2021.
Dragon Towers, which went on sale
last month with property prices from
Dh449,000, is connected by a covered
bridge to the famous Dragon Mart and its
5,000 shops, restaurants and attractions.
The project comprises two 37-storey
buildings each with 571 one- and twobedroom apartments. There are also two
floors of retail space, four parking levels and
a sixth-floor podium level Clubhouse with a
25-metre swimming pool, children’s pool,
restaurant, gym and tennis court.
Located on the Al Awir Road, the
apartments are easily accessible via a
new interchange, with good connectivity to
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Road and just
a few minutes drive from Dubai International
Airport. The upcoming Dubai Metro Green
Line extension and new Metro stations
nearby will provide convenient access to the
rest of the city.
Dragon Towers is a key component of
Nakheel’s ongoing retail, hospitality and
residential expansion at Dragon City, which
currently comprises sister malls Dragon Mart
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Dragon Towers, Image: supplied

1 and 2 and an ibis Styles hotel. A new
showroom and car park complex and a
Premier Inn hotel are in advanced stages of
construction, with further expansions in the
pipeline.

DUBAI RECORDS
DH162BN OF REAL
ESTATE DEALS

U

pbeat news for Dubai with the news of
a total of Dh162bn (US $44bn) worth
of real estate transactions signed in
the first nine months of 2018, with
GCC and Indian investors accounting for
the bulk of the deals, according to the Dubai
Land Department (DLD).
“As we approach the end of 2018,
we expect the market to reveal additional
investment advantages, especially in the
presence of competition among investors,
and the incentives announced by the Dubai
Government to attract capital,” said Sultan
Butti Bin Mejren, director general of DLD.
“This, along with the completion of some
infrastructure projects to support preparations
for Expo 2020, helps Dubai’s real estate
horizon to broaden, increasing demand

for residential units, commercial spaces and
land.”
DLD’s Department of Real Estates Studies
& Research recorded 39,802 transactions
in the nine months to the end of September,
of which Dh56.6bn worth were real estate
sales, Dh86bn were mortgage transactions
and Dh19.3bn were ‘other’ transactions the
DLD did not detail.
Dubai received 27,174 investments
through 21,605 investors of 163
nationalities, the department said. Emiratis
and Indians topped the list, with the
former recording 4,112 investments worth
Dh9.4bn out of the approximate Dh50bn
investment deals, while the latter recorded
4,676 Dh8.6bn worth of investments.
KSA nationals were third in the list of
investors by total deal value, accounting for
1,882 investments worth Dh3bn, followed
by Pakistanis with 1,851 deals worth
Dh2.3bn and UK nationals with 1,761
investments worth more than Dh3.4bn.
The top ten list also included investors from
China, Egypt, Jordan, Canada and Russia.
Overall, GCC nationals accounted
for Dh13.7bn of the total, and 6,681
transactions.

MARKET INSIGHT

MARKET INSIGHT

“Although transactions by volume have declined,
there have been other achievements such as the
expansion of affordable housing, financial support
from developers such as rent-to-own and postpayment plans, as well as leading numbers of
projects coming to fruition faster”

IN
REVIEW

Lynnette Abad Director of Data & Research Property Finder Group

Lynnette Abad, Director of Data & Research at Property Finder Group, looks at the full
picture of investments and property transactions; the top transacted areas, top searched
areas, most notable handovers and expected supply for the rest of 2018.

D

ubai’s real estate market
has always been one of
the cornerstones of the
UAE’s success.
Whether you’re talking
about architectural feats
such as the Burj Khalifa,
or the fact that you bought in at the right
time; Dubai’s real estate is recognised
and admired around the world.
Despite a period of turbulence in the
last decade, the property market remains
an important source of income for the
government and one that will continue to
generate successes for investors, homeowners, and all those involved.
The long-term vision of His Highness
Sheikh Mohammad Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of
the UAE and Ruler of Dubai – built upon
a foundation laid by those before him –
continues to lead the emirate, as well as
the rest of the country, toward a future that
is bright for all who call this place home.
In line with the broader vision are continued efforts to attract talent, wealth, and
the prestige that puts Dubai on the world’s
stage. An important achievement was
winning the bid to host the World Expo in
2020. However, since winning the bid in
late 2013 markets have been anything but
stable. Undoubtedly beginning with the
global economic crash in 2008, the property market has especially been subject to
its peaks and troughs.
Like any capital market, the highs
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and lows are inevitable, and are actually
healthy for markets as they drive innovation and provoke changes to the current
laws in place. Generally, the real estate
sector has four key cycles. The peak is
generally defined as the time when real
estate is hot, and people are in a rush to
acquire; demand is high and thus prices
increase. Banks generally tend to loosen
lending restrictions during a peak time so
as to help fuel purchasing.
With the peaks come periods of
contraction when the market is pulling
back. Due to other economic factors and
events, people want to liquidate assets,
and a period of selling begins. Generally,
new construction largely ceases, unemployment increases, prices are slashed to
sell quickly, properties take longer to sell,
and the market actually becomes more
affordable and accessible.
In the third cycle, a trough is what we
might otherwise call a bottoming out;
essentially a “low” is reached and prices begin to stabilise. Lastly, we welcome
the expansion that follows as that means
housing prices rise, and thus value for
those who own, construction surges, unemployment decreases, interest rates rise
to stave off further borrowing, and overall,
affordability decreases.
You will recognise how Dubai’s property
scene fits into certain parts of these cycles,
albeit not entirely. For starters, construction
has been constant, and actually increasing, even in periods we can define as con-

tractions and troughs. The recent period is
the only one that has seen a marked decline in property prices, although inflation
has run high for an extended period.
These characteristics run antithesis to
what is typical of the properly defined cycles in real estate. While new construction
and infrastructure spending is necessary
to host the Expo in 2020, some other
initiatives will have to follow to support the
amount of new supply that will enter the
market over the next couple of years.
What Dubai has witnessed for the past
couple of years is certainly a contraction
and prices have come down quite a bit
across many communities. While in theory
this should encourage many to purchase,
especially those who otherwise couldn’t
afford to, Dubai’s real estate transactions
in 2018 have not reached the levels they
have in previous years.
Although transactions by volume have
declined, there have been other achievements such as the expansion of affordable
housing, financial support from developers such as rent-to-own and post-payment
plans, as well as leading numbers of
projects coming to fruition faster.
Looking at the full picture of investments and property transactions, the Dubai Land Department (DLD) reported that
through September 2018, 39,802 transactions were recorded, which amounted
to AED 162 billion worth of investments.
Within that, 25,474 sales transactions
were worth AED 56.5 billion, about

11,000 mortgage transactions worth AED
86 billion and 3,486 other transactions
for AED 19.3 billion. The top transacted areas were Business Bay with 2,644
transactions for AED 5.3 billion and Dubai
Marina in 1,972 transactions for AED 4
billion. Compared to the same period
in 2017, total transactions amounted to
52,170 worth AED 204 billion. Transactional volume has declined by 23 percent
so far this year compared to 2017.
The DLD reported that for H1 2018,
the top transacted areas for off-plan sales,
in order, are Mohammed bin Rashid City
with over 2,000 transactions, Business
Bay accounting for nearly another 2,000
transactions, and Jumeirah Village Circle
with over 1,000 transactions.
We can attribute these transactions to
the popularity of the Sobha developments
in Mohammed bin Rashid City, especially
amongst Chinese investors. Business Bay
has a healthy mix of developers including
Damac, Deyaar, Danube and Omniyat.
Jumeirah Village Circle, an immensely
popular community for families, expats
and nationals alike, is a master development by Nakheel.
Proprietary demand data from Property
Finder adds depth to the market’s insights
as it shows what people are searching for
and where. For those looking to buy, statistics from Q2 2018 show Dubai Marina
with over 2.5 million searches followed by
Downtown Dubai with over 1.5 million,
the Palm Jumeirah with over 1.3 million
searches, Arabian Ranches with over one
million searches and Jumeirah Village
Circle with nearly one million searches.
For those looking to rent, the areas don’t
change, but volume definitely does. Dubai
Marina was the most searched with over
4.7 million searches, Downtown Dubai
with over 2.5 million searches and the
Palm Jumeirah also with over 2.5 million
searches.
Similarly, Q3 2018 demand data
shows that the most searched areas for
those looking to buy were as follows: Dubai Marina with over 1.3 million, Downtown Dubai with over 1 million searches
and the Palm Jumeirah with nearly one

million searches. For those renting, the
top searched areas were Dubai Marina
with over 4.5 million searches, Downtown
Dubai with over 2 million searches and
the Palm Jumeirah with nearly 2 million
searches.
While demand remains popular in
some of Dubai’s historically trendy areas
like Dubai Marina, the popularity of more
familial communities like Jumeirah Village
Circle and the affordability now of Arabian
Ranches have increased searches in these
areas.
In line with continued innovation are
the government initiatives that continue to
generate interest and continuity within the
property market. Toward the government’s
Dubai Plan 2021 plan, technological
integration between the public and private
sectors has now become priority with initiatives such as the Dubai Land Department
agreement to facilitate e-mortgages with
Dubai Islamic Bank.
Apart from the technological front, but
in line with diversifying and strengthening
Dubai’s ability to attract investment in
property, are increased efforts to expand
the laws on the mortgage and finance
systems. We can expect some changes to
be announced soon, but as many in the
industry have called for, relaxing the loanto-value limits would stimulate the market
and allow more people the ability to get
on to the property ladder.
The most talked about developments
from the government should be viewed as
enhancements to the social fabric of the
country rather than incentives for people
to purchase. The May 2018 announcement giving 100 percent foreign ownership to business owners as well as 10-year
residency visas for those who possess
certain skills in the research and technological fields will enhance diversity, and
help to allow the millions of expatriates
who have made the Emirates their choice
destination to live, work and raise families the ability to have stronger ties to the
country. Earlier this autumn, the Executive
Council also announced 5-year residency
visas for those nearing retirement, allowing those individuals the ability to look at

the UAE as a retirement option rather than
just a place to work. While we are awaiting more information on these announcements, they are important steps that
continue to highlight the government’s
willingness to adapt--and quickly.
Despite the difficult economic times, developers are completing construction and
handing over projects with speed. Some of
2018’s notable handovers include 1,446
apartments and serviced apartments in
Dubai’s most transacted area, Business
Bay. Next door, the Burj Khalifa area saw
905 apartments added through two major
projects. Additionally, 669 townhomes
were added to Arabella by Dubai Properties in Mudon. Jumeirah Village Circle
saw 1,577 apartments and townhomes
handed over, with thousands more expected by end of year. Al Furjan had a healthy
mix of townhomes, apartments as well as
serviced apartments, numbering 1,207 in
total.
Overall, the southeast and southwest
parts of Dubai are seeing the most activity
with developments such as Mira Oasis
delivering the first phase already; it will
have 1,300 townhouses when fully complete. Damac Hills saw 295 villas handed
over in the Turf, Flora and Field projects
as well as 561 villas in Arabian Ranches
II with Samara, Rosa, Rasha and Yasmin
handovers. Al Khail Heights in Al Quoz
saw the addition of 1,880 units earlier this
year. The also affordable and accessible
Town Square by Nshama has seen 231
apartments and 370 townhomes released
in Hayat, with nine additional projects
expected by the end of the year.
Expected supply for the rest of the
year includes developments in Akoya by
Damac, a niche development in Al Barari,
nine projects in Downtown, 16 apartment
projects in Jumeirah Village Circle and just
as many in Mohammed Bin Rashid City.
In total, 22,000 more residential units are
expected by the end of this year, although
we can expect the materialisation rate to
be much less.
The days of what many called the “Wild
Wild West” are fading away as Dubai’s
property market matures. The Executive
Council continues to provide positive
measures that are expected to enhance
the social fabric of Dubai as well as
provide a boost to the property market.
While we eagerly await more details on
those amendments, we can expect other
changes that will allow more residents to
become homeowners, which will inevitably
enhance the entire ecosystem.
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“Like many disruptive digital
platforms, regulatory frameworks
and the law are playing catch-up”

SHORT -TERM
RENTALS
THE GOOD,
THE BAD
AND THE UGLY
As the shared economy makes its mark on the real estate
industry, Lukman Hajje, Chief Commercial Officer at Property
Finder, discusses both the opportunities and the downsides
Co-written by Chanelle Kowalski
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T

he shared economy is thriving
in the real estate sector. The
allure is simple: the exchange
of your underutilised asset
for monetary gain. Aided,
of course, and simplified by
technology.
The short-term rental industry existed
long before the market moved online, but
the rise of digital platforms like Airbnb has
seen the industry soar.
Online platforms connect hosts looking
to make a quick buck to guests whom can
enjoy competitive rates on accommodation options ranging from a couch to a
room share, entire penthouses, chateaus
and even private islands. Sounds like a
win-win – and often it is. But for anyone
living within a community being overrun with short term renters, there’s a big
downside.
Like many disruptive digital platforms,
regulatory frameworks and the law are
playing catch-up.
Airbnb has been in a widely publicised
near eight-year feud with the city of New
York. The marketplace, along with other
short-term rental companies, will soon be
required to disclose the name, address
and other data on all New York hosts
each month in a bid to police illegal
listings. State law stipulates rentals must
be for thirty days or more, unless the host
also lives in the property at the time of the
rental, effectively rendering every “entire
apartment” listing in New York, illegal.
Even stricter legislation was passed
in San Francisco requiring hosts to hold
a city-issued registration number clearly
advertised on their listings. A move which
saw Airbnb listings drop by 50 percent.
In Paris, hosts must register with the
city government and may only rent their
homes for 120 days per year. Amsterdam
permitted short-term rentals of up to 60
days per year, but new laws will restrict this
to just thirty nights annually from 2019.

So, why the drastic regulatory stance?
Raging parties ending in brawls, police
arrests, unsavoury and illegal activities taking place behind closed doors have made
headlines, but these laws are not just
aimed at security issues and curbing the
rise of the ‘party house’. More specifically
they are designed to protect the residential
nature and spirit of neighbourhoods.
The push for the short-term rental dollar
has also reduced supply and driven up
rents for local residents in some parts of
the world, particularly in tourist hotspots.
Dubai, a highly transient city full of the
world’s best hotels is well accustomed to
short-term tenants. The Dubai government
was ahead of the curve when it introduced
clear short-term leasing regulations way
back in early 2015.
For Khadija El Otmani, Managing Partner of Driven Homes: “Dubai is a shortterm rental friendly city. Licenses have
been specifically created to enable real
estate investors to generate income whilst
dramatically reducing fraudulent subletting
and illegal renting.”
The Department of Tourism and Commerce Marketing (DTCM) governs shortterm leasing in Dubai. A regulation decree
exists to enable short-term leasing to operate alongside hotels. Before property can
be advertised online, it must be registered
as a ‘Holiday Home’. Upon registration,
personal details as well as identification
documents, and title deeds are collected.
For tenants, a No Objection Certificate
(NOC) from the landlord is required in an
initiative to combat illegal subletting.
Guests are also registered with the
DTCM prior to their stay. Booking details,
payment transactions and copies of identification are captured. In the event of a
complaint, full details of the complainant,
nature, action and outcome must also be
fully recorded.
“Social problems generally arise with
short-term rentals when the market isn’t

policed closely,” noted Simon Kennedy,
Co-Founder & CEO of Kennedy Towers.
“Dubai is different. The market is highly
regulated and the fines for unlicensed
activity are high. Detailed minimum furnishing standards for properties, quick and
simple unit licensing processes, clear guest
registration procedures and regular DTCM
inspections maintain the standards set.”
The DTCM clearly states that: “a
holiday home may be an apartment in a
residential or mixed-use building, a townhouse or independent villa but must be a
complete unit and not part of a unit.”
A quick scan of Airbnb and other
popular online platforms offering shortterm accommodation in Dubai will return
search results for ‘private rooms’, ‘shared
rooms’ and even caravans for rent! Whilst
Airbnb does outline the DTCM’s legal requirements for short term leasing in Dubai
in their terms and conditions, it appears
that these regulations are not adhered to
by at least some of their advertisers.
“At the end of the day, their role is
merely to generate bookings. They are
not regulators themselves,” added Simon
Kennedy.
True, but critics would argue that international publishers who generate revenues
and profits have at least some responsibility to ensure that local laws and standards
are enforced.
At Property Finder we check that our
short-term advertisers have a valid DTCM
license and trade license before granting
access to list on our platform. We do
not allow private advertisers and don’t
offer shared accommodation. But we are
a paid B2C platform for industry professionals. We know our clients and it’s
feasible for us to provide these checks and
balances.
It’s more difficult for global C2C platforms like Airbnb. Difficult, but far from
impossible.
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FACING
THE
FACTS
When it comes to which properties are selling and which
aren’t in Dubai it all comes down to price, advises Mark
Tolland, Managing Director of Abode Property
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“2018 has seen the most significant drop
in prices since 2013. Anyone that has
purchased property from 2013 to date, and is
in the market to sell, would be looking to do
so at a loss”
Mark Tolland, Managing Director of Abode Property

C

urrent market sentiment is
that the real estate sector
is in a period of decline
and that insufficient buyers
exist to meet demand.
However, figures from the
Dubai Land Department
(DLD) tell a different story.
This year to date, Dubai Marina has recorded 1,086 sales. For the same period
in 2017, 1,245 sales were recorded, a
drop of only 14.5 percent.
To understand this decline, we must ask
what is selling, and why.
In 2017, the median price per square
foot was AED 1,470. The same period this
year records a drop of 12.4 percent to
AED 1,308.
2018 has seen the most significant
drop in prices since 2013. Anyone that
has purchased property from 2013 to
date, and is in the market to sell, would
be looking to do so at a loss. The result of
all this is that the market looks flat.
There are several overpriced properties
being advertised on the market, properties
that are near impossible to sell in today’s
climate without a price correction. Real
estate agents should be advising their
clients of the current selling prices, and if
the seller cannot accept this reality they
should be advised to hold until the market
turns around.
The reality is certain agents simply seek
properties to list, in the hopes that they
may sell. In some instances, correct advice
is not offered, or they let the clients advise
them. A real estate agent’s job is to know
the market and guide clients based on

true selling prices, not advertised prices.
The 1,086 properties that have sold in
Dubai Marina so far this year are properties that were priced for today’s market.
These properties offer sellers and buyers a
good opportunity and maintain the integrity of the market.
Sellers who purchased their properties
off-plan between 2006 and 2007 at low
prices have enjoyed many years of strong
rental returns, and in today’s market the
sales price they will achieve is still more
than what they paid for their investment.
The answer to the question ‘what is
selling and why?’ is simple, the properties
selling are those which were bought for
less than current prices. These sellers also
have a realistic understanding of today’s
market and are not aiming for the unattainable.
It’s equally important to note that
choosing the correct real estate agent
is fundamental to the selling process.
Choosing an agent that will act as a
trusted advisor, providing correct market
information and managing expectations,
not simply telling you what you want to
hear, is essential.
Contrary to the trend in Dubai, it is
not good practice to list your property
for sale with several agents. This adds to
the appearance of oversupply and can
potentially convey a sense of urgency on
the seller’s behalf and work against you by
achieving a lower price. If I saw a property
advertised with multiple agents, I would
presume they are in desperate need to
sell. Stick to one agent on an exclusive
basis. Commitment is a two-way thing and

agents will work harder if they have your
property exclusively.
Good real estate agents will have a
solid network of other agents in other
companies that can help them sell your
property. So, being exclusive doesn’t
necessarily mean an agent will only sell
directly. Agents communicate to their
network on your behalf, with the end goal
of achieving the sale.
It also important that your agent is a
specialist in your specific area. If you are
selling in Dubai Marina, choose a Marina
specialist. Likewise, if you are selling in
Downtown, choose a Downtown specialist.
We can’t specialise in Dubai as a whole!
Ensure your agent knows everything
about your property and location before
proceeding with them. If they are specialists their network will be extensive in that
area and your property will move fast.
In summary, the market is selling at
correct prices. The problem, however, is
artificially priced listings. If you purchased
above current prices and don’t need to
sell, then don’t. Sell if the price is right for
you. If you want to hold until a potential
market shift, enjoy rental income on your
property until the time is right.
Only you truly know your circumstances. Your agent should be unbiased, and
not push you to sell or accept low offers.
If unsure, always ask your agent to back
up the source of their information. Agents
have access to a plethora of data and
sales transactions.
Know the correct value of your property,
choose an area specialist to help you –
and work with them exclusively.
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OFFPLAN
VS.
READY
PROPERTY:
THE AGE OLD
QUESTION

In today’s market the question of what’s a better option, offplan or ready property, is all too common. Safura Abasniya,
Partner & General Manager at Aston Pearl Real Estate,
takes a realistic look at the pros and cons of both
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“In selecting the most suitable investment
choice it is important to consider the current
market situation and outlook. This will play
a key factor in short-term and long-term
benefits, and your expected returns.”
Safura Abasniya, Partner & General Manager at Aston Pearl Real Estate

A

s a real estate professional
dealing with both off-plan
and ready property since
2007, I have witnessed market trends swing in favour of
both.
After the 2008 crisis,
the off-plan sector in Dubai experienced
a dark phase, and it took several efforts
by the government to resurrect to a point
where it eventually exceeded ready properties in Q4 2017.
All investors question whether to go for
an off-plan property, or an established
property. The reality is both investments
have their pros and cons, and every buyer’s financial situation and risk appetite
is unique. Therefore, it is imperative to
explore and weigh the benefits and risks
of both.
In selecting the most suitable investment choice it is important to consider
the current market situation and outlook.
This will play a key factor in short-term
and long-term benefits, and your expected
returns.
On a global scale, there is an element
of risk associated with off-plan property;
notably risk of delays or cancellations.
In Dubai, these risks are minimised
through regulations imposed by the Real
Estate Regulatory Agency (RERA) and the
Dubai Land Department (DLD) as well as
the use of escrow accounts. Developers
are required to deposit 20 percent of the
project costs as a bank guarantee, and
the authorities have a responsibility to ensure that the developer has sufficient funds
and resources to complete the project.
Off-plan property has its benefits,
both short and long term. The first being
that you can make a small down payment from 5-10 percent, as opposed to
25 percent. Payment plans are often on
flexible terms and in some cases developers offer post-handover 2-5 year payment
plans. Meaning you can actually live in
the property or rent it out before paying it
off. Rental income can also work in your
favour, contributing to payment of your
post-handover payment plan; a benefit

only off-plan property can offer.
Developers are now waiving the 4 percent registration fees and service charges
for 3-5 years. An initiative which also
assists in lowering upfront costs.
Price is the most important factor in
any buying decision, and when it comes
to off-plan there is often an advantage.
Under-construction properties are priced
significantly less than ready properties
and there is high probability of a capital
appreciation near to the completion. In
most of the cases we see a price increase
near handover, however, factors like the
popularity of the project and surrounding
infrastructure – especially in entry-level city
developments – will come into play in determining the overall return on investment.
The obvious downside of off-plan is
your buying decision is based purely on
brochures, photos and 3D videos, and
you may encounter surprises regarding
quality on delivery. That said, even that
risk is reduced these days, as most developers have a mock-up of apartments,
townhouses and villas where buyers can
actually see the quality of the projects.
The main advantage of buying ready
property is that you can physically see the
property and get the right feeling before
your potential purchase.
The catchphrase “location, location, location” uttered by investors and
end-users alike has been around forever.
Ready property in Dubai is often in prime
locations with completed surrounding
infrastructure giving them an advantage
over off-plan. If you are an investor buying
to lease, you can start to receive returns
immediately. The price however will be
higher, and you will need to pay upfront,
and capital appreciation is generally slow.
Though you can expect higher returns
when the market takes a sharp turn.
If you are an end-user and an expatriate living and working in Dubai, purchasing ready property is definitely something
to consider. A simple calculation of how
much you spend on rent per year versus
current mortgage rates and repayments
paints a clear picture.

Banks offer very attractive rates and
benefits, not only for UAE residents but
for non-residents as well. Which opens up
opportunity to have your ready property
refinanced should you decide to return to
your home country.
Dubai secondary market property
prices and rent rates are on a decline and
transaction volumes are lower compared
to peak market times. There are several
reasons for this; we cannot solely blame
oversupply.
Developers are offering discounts and
incentives like never before, and flexible post-handover payment plans that
run years after possession are already a
trend. We also see advertisements offering
buyers ‘no service charge’ periods. This
makes off-plan more attractive for investors and accessible to first time buyers.
On the contrary, ready property prices
have decreased and investors are picking
up great deals from sellers in a hurry to
dispose of their property.
There is an equal amount of opportunity for either option that needs to be analysed to make the right decision. Doing
due diligence with the help of experienced
brokers is key, keeping in mind the current
market trends.
Expo 2020 is just around the corner
and we expect the market to recover as we
get closer to Dubai’s mega event. Whether its off-plan or ready property, buying
when the market is at the bottom will
ensure prolific returns very soon.
There is also an underlying shift in the
market that is regaining investor trust and
positivity among end-users.
Historic UAE policy changes like the
announcement of the investor and retiree
visa and the one hundred percent business
ownership are seen as important catalysts
that can boost economic growth and
integration with global markets for trade
expansion. The short and long term effects
of these important policy changes will be
seen among all sectors – including real
estate.
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FULLY FURNISHED DESIGNER VILLA
Frond O, Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Engel & Völkers proudly offers for sale this unique signature villa with
spectacular views of the Dubai Skyline. Located on Frond O of Palm Jumeirah,
one of the most ambitious real-estate developments on earth, this futuristic style
development is described as not just a place to be, but rather a lifestyle you
would want to experience! This unique villa is fully-furnished.
6 bedrooms • ensuite bathrooms • maids room • fully furnished by Roche
Bobois • fully-equipped Gaggenau kitchen • private gym, steam room and
sauna • plot size: 15,000 sq. ft. • built-up area: 13,750 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 80,000,000
Contact: Riazuddin Ahmed
(ORN: 16081, BRN: 34357, RERA permit: 20443)
M: +971 55 524 8087 E: riazuddin.ahmed@engelvoelkers.com
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ICON OF CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE
Jumeirah Village Circle, Dubai
Ellington Properties’ latest project in Jumeirah Village Circle, Belgravia
Square is set to become an icon of contemporary architecture.
Encompassing two smartly designed L-shaped blocks that face each
other, the complex contains a total of 225 spacious studio to 2-bedroom
apartments. Grand lobbies are built to impress, with majestic design and
dynamic lighting complemented by beautiful sculptures made by local artists.
Cool, clean, and classic, Belgravia offers residents serenity and style in the
heart of the emirate, bordered by Al Khail Road and Emirates Highway and
a quick trip from Downtown Dubai, the Marina, and JLT.
studio, 1-bedroom and 2 bedroom options available • landscaped
courtyard and garden areas • fully fitted fitness center • resort style
swimming pool • clubhouse with games room, TV lounge, library and
entertainment tables • built-up area: from 473 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Starting from AED 525, 828
Contact: Ray White (ORN: 13264, BRN: 31738, RERA: 26412)
T: +971 52 906 8470 E: infobbay@raywhite.com
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BEVERLY RESIDENCE

SIGNATURE LIVING

Beverly Residence, Jumeirah Village Circle, Dubai
Situated in a safe and secure, gated community with a family feel set
amid lavish greenery. This residential project offers stylish studio, 1- and
3-bedroom apartments that are perfectly designed with modern and unique
interior and layouts. It is an excellent combination of elegant design and
spectacular architecture of the highest specifications.

Signature Living, Jumeirah Village Circle, Dubai
This development is the first solar-powered residential building in heart of
Dubai as a step towards converging luxury living with sustainability. Creating
sustainable and aesthetically pleasing residential environment in eco-friendly
building is an important goal for the future. Project shape is meticulously
designed and crafted from envelope architecture through to your interior
designed living space. An astute balance of space, light, materiality and
detailing achieves a refined and fundamental visual coherence.

1-bedroom and 3-bedroom options available • swimming pool, jacuzzi and
gym facilities • covered parking • due for completion in Q1 2019 • built-up
area: from 410 sq. ft.
Asking Price: starting from AED 440,000
Contact: Khurrum Farooq (ORN: 752, BRN: 38213)
M: +971 55 123 0333 E: info@azcorealestate.ae

1-bedroom to 2-bedroom options available • open plan fully fitted kitchen
high quality finished bathrooms • swimming pool, jacuzzi and gym facilities
covered parking • due for completion in Q4 2019 • built-up area:
from 414 sq. ft.
Asking Price: starting from AED 438,000
Contact: Khurrum Farooq (ORN: 752, BRN: 38213)
M: +971 55 123 0333 E: info@azcorealestate.ae
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ARCHITECTURAL DREAM BY THE OCEAN

CONTEMPORARY VILLA, UNIQUE DESIGN

The Pearl Jumeirah, Dubai
This exceptionally designed villa is one of a kind with unparalleled finishes
and luxurious design details. High ceilings and floor-to-ceiling windows
invite an abundance of light in to this home and unveil stunning views of the
Arabian Gulf. The villa is finished with Onyx tiles throughout. Every corner
of this property has been stylishly designed, from the formal living room
and dining room to the Boffi Kitchen. The formal kitchen is equipped with
Miele appliances, two subzero fridge and 2 wine fridges, with the property
also benefiting from a second kitchen. Located moments from Nikki Beach
Resort, Meeras’ La Mer and Mina Rashid Port restaurants and promenade.

The Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
This private beach villa is a masterpiece in both design and engineering.
The attention to detail is clear throughout with high quality materials used in
every corner of the property. Located on one of the most prestigious fronds
on the Palm, this stunning home is structurally amazing from every angle. This
5-bedroom home features Italian marble flooring throughout, high ceilings
and a Pogghenpohl kitchen fully fitted with the finest Miele and Bosch
appliances. Floor-to-ceiling windows showcase uninterrupted views of the
ocean and the iconic Atlantis. Enjoy the ultimate in luxury and grandeur with
your own private infinity pool, gym, sauna and cinema.

4 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • fully fitted Boffi kitchen with Miele appliances
Villeroy & Boch bathrooms • modern steel and American walnut staircase
Phillips Home Automation • lift • private swimming pool • views of the
Arabian Gulf • gated driveway • plot size: 12,000 sq. ft. • 11,516 sq. ft.

5 bedrooms • 8 bathrooms • Bianco Lasa Italian marble flooring • doubleheight ceilings • fully fitted kitchen with Miele and Bosch appliances
infinity swimming pool • large rooftop terrace • private gym and sauna
cinema • underground parking • sea and Atlantis views • plot size:
15,579 sq. ft. • built-up area: 14,313

Asking Price: Available upon request
Contact: John Taylor Luxury Real Estate
(ORN: 19034, BRN: 35974, RERA: 1697210257)
M: +971 56 188 8367 E: dubai@john-taylor.com
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Asking Price: Available upon request
Contact: John Taylor Luxury Real Estate
(ORN: 19034, BRN: 35974, RERA: 2073659296)
M: +971 56 188 8367 E: dubai@john-taylor.com
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MAGICAL VIEWS OF THE DUBAI SKYLINE
The Address Residences, Dubai Opera, Downtown Dubai
The Address Residences Dubai Opera stands beside the Burj Khalifa Lake,
where a dazzling waterfront area is planned to encompass Burj Park.
Located at the entrance to Dubai Opera, the opulent, integrated residential
environment is being heralded as one of the world’s most coveted luxury
urban addresses. This exclusive 5-bedroom serviced apartment offers
unobstructed views of the Burj Khalifa. Residents also enjoy access to 5-star
amenities such as a pool and health club located on the terrace level over
the retail podium.
5 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • fully furnished • serviced • view of the Burj
Khalifa • access to 5-star hotel amenities • access to gym, sauna and
steam room facilities • swimming pool • covered parking • built-up area:
5,876 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 19,698,888
Contact: Husni Al Bayari (ORN: 16576, BRN: 34662, RERA: 1987068457)
T: +971 56 520 3470

E: invest@dandbdubai.com

LUXURY VILLA COMMUNITY
THE HEART OF DUBAI CREEK HARBOUR
The Address Residences, Harbour Point, Dubai Creek
Harbour, Dubai
The Address Harbour Point creates a visual gateway to Dubai Creek
Harbour. Offering uninterrupted views of the iconic Dubai Creek Tower and
the Downtown Dubai skyline, the serviced residences are truly stunning,
inside and out. This 3-bedroom serviced apartment is a cut above the rest,
distinguished by its unique views. Situated near to several dining, retail and
entertainment destinations residents can truly enjoy all Dubai has to offer.
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Golf Place, Dubai Hills Estate, Dubai
The luxury villa community Golf Place is every modern homeowner’s dream.
With sprawling villas exuding elegance and comfort and an 18-hole
championship golf course at your doorstep, it’s the perfect amalgam of stylish
family and sporting lifestyle. This 6-bedroom villa features ensuite bathrooms,
spacious lounge and living areas and a private garden. Residents of Dubai
Hills can conveniently access the high-end shopping promenade and fine
dining restaurants located within their community, while being close to the
iconic commercial centre, world-class hotels, healthcare facilities, educational
institutions and a wide range of food & beverage outlets within Dubai Hills
Estate.

3 bedrooms • 4 bathrooms • fully furnished • serviced • views of Dubai
Creek Harbour and Downtown Dubai • access to 5-star hotel amenities
access to gym, sauna and steam room facilities • swimming pool • covered
parking • built-up area: 1,601 sq. ft.

6 bedrooms • ensuite bathrooms • spacious living and dining areas • private
garden • access to 18-hole championship golf course • due for completion in
Q2 2021 • 8,669 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 4,155,888

Asking Price: AED 11,810,888

Contact: Husni Al Bayari
(ORN: 16576, BRN: 34662, RERA: 1446134537)
T: +971 56 520 3470 E: invest@dandbdubai.com

Contact: Husni Al Bayari
(ORN: 16576, BRN: 34662, RERA: 2100372177)
T: +971 56 520 3470 E: invest@dandbdubai.com
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READY & OFF-PLAN APARTMENTS
Al Andalus, Jumeirah Golf Estates, Dubai
Jumeirah Golf Estates is a hidden gem of lush landscaping, waterfalls and
home to two incredible golf courses, one of which was designed by Greg
Norman. Treo Homes are showcasing the developer’s first handover of
apartments; Al Andalus. Comprising 715 apartments, they define luxury
golf course living at an attractive price. 1 to 4-bedroom options are on offer
with both ready apartments available for immediate occupation and underconstruction apartments with best in market payment terms.
1 to 4-bedroom options available • modern interiors • fully equipped
kitchens • golf course views • large covered terraces • 2 golf courses
6 hectares of landscaping zones • access to gym and swimming pool
facilities • tennis courts • built-up area: from 775 sq. ft.
Asking price: Starting from AED750,000
Contact: Aron Lomax (ORN: 19898, BRN: 42258, RERA: 23247)
T: +971 54774 2111

E: info@treo-homes.com

TOWN SQUARE LIVING
SPECTACULAR GOLF COURSE VIEWS
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Redwood Park, Jumeirah Golf Estates, Dubai
Redwood Park is a premium townhouse community offering spectacular
fairway views on the Fire Golf Course. 3 to 4-bedroom options are
available, each featuring a maids room, luxurious interiors and fully-fitted
kitchens. High quality European kitchens feature laminated, glossy lacquered
or wooden veneer finishes and ironmongery to Blum or equivalent standard.
Each property is fully landscaped. Ready homes with attractive payment
terms are available for immediate occupation.

Town Square, Nshama, Dubai
Treo Homes are delighted to be showcasing the wonderful mega
development, Town Square by NSHAMA, which will eventually be home
to 3,000 townhouses and 18,000 apartments. The 31 million sq. ft.
development will be anchored by a central square the size of 16 football
fields, which will be surrounded by 350 shops, restaurants, cafes and a
shaded public plaza. Handovers commenced here 18 months ago and
there are already over 1,000 residents occupying the lush green, family
orientated communities. With multiple different townhouse and apartment
options available there is sure to be something for everybody.

3 to 4-bedroom options available • maids room • European design • fully
equipped kitchens • golf course views • large covered terraces • 2 golf
courses • 6 hectares of landscaping zones • access to gym and swimming
pool facilities • tennis courts • built-up area: from 2,909 sq. ft.

studio to 3-bedroom apartments available • 3-bedroom to 4-bedroom
townhouses available • modern design • swimming pool • access to
gym facilities • 10km nature trail • 260,000 sqm of open green space •
central park • cinema

Asking price: Starting from AED 3,000,000

Asking price: Starting from AED 600,000

Contact: Aron Lomax (ORN: 19898, BRN: 42258, RERA: 23247)

Contact: Aron Lomax (ORN: 19898, BRN: 42258, RERA: 23247)

T: +971 54774 2111

T: +971 54774 2111

E: info@treo-homes.com

E: info@treo-homes.com
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STUNNING LAKE VIEWS

Sector E, Emirates Hills, Dubai
Very rarely do ‘turn key’ properties become available in the exclusive
Emirates Hills, however this impressive mansion goes against the grain.
Located on a lake facing plot of land, this custom-built villa is truly
spectacular. Built with the highest attention to detail and finished with the
finest choice of Italian materials. The asking price is inclusive of all fixtures,
fittings and designer furniture. The property features Italian marble flooring
throughout, oversized bedrooms with walk-in wardrobes and floor-to-ceiling
windows. A huge private swimming pool adds to the opulence of this one
of a kind home.

Sector W, Emirates Hills, Dubai
This wonderful 6-bedroom villa located directly on the W sector lake enjoys
a highly sought-after North facing aspect (VATSU approved). Boasting three
large living areas, two kitchens and space for four staff, this property is
incredibly spacious. An impressive entrance, spiral staircase and provision
for an elevator adds to the overall grandeur of this property. To the rear of
the property, a large BBQ area, private swimming pool and patio area
allows for impressive parties and gatherings or, simply space for the family
to unwind.

6 bedrooms • 9 bathrooms • fully furnished • lake views • private
swimming pool • plot size: 15,000 sq. ft. • built-up area: 13,988 sq. ft.

6 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • maids room • drivers room • fully equipped
kitchen • BBQ area • private swimming pool • 6 parking spaces • plot
size: 19,000 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 35,000,000

Asking Price: AED 21,500,000

Contact: Myles Bush (ORN: 15997, BRN: 35348, RERA: 18236)

Contact: Myles Bush (ORN: 15997, BRN: 35348, RERA: 18236)
M: +971 50 9501897 E: mb@phrealestate.ae

M: +971 50 9501897
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EXCLUSIVE CUSTOM-BUILT MANSION

UNPARALELLED OCEAN VIEWS

CONTEMPORARY UPGRADED VILLA

Shoreline, Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
This fully upgraded and fully furnished apartment features stunning sea
views out to the iconic Burj Al Arab. Upgrades include new white flooring
throughout, a custom built designer kitchen, new doors, new air-conditioning
and three new bathrooms complete with luxurious rain showers. Mid-floor
location offers unparalleled visibility over the ocean; truly a magnificent
opportunity for those wanting to enjoy beach front living.

Springs 4, The Springs, Dubai
Located in the demanded area of The Springs, this 2-bedroom villa has
been upgraded and boasts wonderful new fixtures and fittings throughout.
The property features large windows which invites ample light in to each
room. At the rear of the villa is a spacious manicured lawn area. With the
added advantage of being vacant on transfer, this property is available to
make your own right away.

2 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • maids room • fully upgraded kitchen • ocean
views • vacant within 5 months • built-up area: 2,000 sq. ft.

2 bedrooms • ensuite bathrooms • study • 2 parking spaces • vacant on
transfer • plot size: 2,743 sq. ft. • built-up area: 1,794 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 3,900,000

Asking Price: AED 1,495,000

Contact: Myles Bush (ORN: 15997, BRN: 35348, RERA: 18236)
M: +971 50 9501897 E: mb@phrealestate.ae

Contact: Myles Bush (ORN: 15997, BRN: 35348, RERA: 18236)
M: +971 50 9501897 E: mb@phrealestate.ae
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AL BUROOJ RESIDENCE IV

Al Burooj Residence I, Jumeirah Village Triangle, Dubai
Jumeirah Village Triangle comprises over 6,000 spacious villas set amongst
luscious landscapes and unsurpassed leisure and lifestyle amenities,
delivering a holistic living experience for its residents. Centrally located
in near proximity to Dubai Marina, Mall of the Emirates and The Palm
Jumeirah, this area benefits from its strategic location. Each 3-bedroom
townhouse is designed to cater to the needs of all families.

Al Burooj Residence IV, Jumeirah Village Triangle, Dubai
Located in JVT, these 3-bedroom townhouses feature light, bright and airy
interiors. Split over 2 floors, each townhouse is complete with ensuite
bathrooms and a fully-equipped kitchen.

3 bedrooms • ensuite bathrooms • maids room • fully equipped kitchen
2 parking spaces • balcony • built-up area: 2,323 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 2,300,000
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AL BUROOJ RESIDENCE I

3 bedrooms • ensuite bathrooms • maids room • fully equipped kitchen
2 parking spaces • balcony • built-up area: 2,420 sq. ft.

Contact: Al Burooj Real Estate (ORN: 228, BRN: 9406, RERA: 26275)
Asking Price: AED 2,300,000

T: 800 2528 7665 / +971 55 760 4692

E: marketing@alburoojrealestate.com
Contact: Al Burooj Real Estate (ORN: 228, BRN: 9406, RERA: 26275)
T: 800 2528 7665 / +971 55 760 4692
E: marketing@alburoojrealestate.com
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AL BUROOJ RESIDENCE II

AL BUROOJ RESIDENCE V

Al Burooj Residence II, Jumeirah Village Triangle, Dubai
Located in leafy JVT, these spacious townhouses are split over 3 floors. Each
3-bedroom townhouse is complete with ensuite bathrooms, a maids room
and a fully equipped kitchen. Perfect for family living, each villa features its
own private garden.

Al Burooj Residence V, Al Furjan, Dubai
Situated in the vibrant community of Al Furjan where comfort meets
functionality. The community has a subtle family vibe near to parks, schools
and Ibn Battuta Mall. This spacious 3-bedroom townhouse complete with
maids room is perfect for family living.

3 bedrooms • ensuite bathrooms • maids room • fully equipped kitchen
2 parking spaces • balcony • private garden • built-up area: 1,791 sq. ft.

3 bedrooms • ensuite bathrooms • maids room • fully equipped kitchen
balcony • 2 parking spaces • built-up area: 2,419 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 2,300,0000

Asking Price: AED 2,100,000

Contact: Al Burooj Real Estate (ORN: 228, BRN: 9406, RERA: 26275)

Contact: Al Burooj Real Estate (ORN: 228, BRN: 9406, RERA: 26275)

T: 800 2528 7665 / +971 55 760 4692

T: 800 2528 7665 / +971 55 760 4692

E: marketing@alburoojrealestate.com

E: marketing@alburoojrealestate.com
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SEA VIEW VILLA ON THE PALM

EXCLUSIVE GATED COMMUNITY

Canal Cove M, Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
The Canal Cove development is a self-contained community of beachfront
properties. The ocean-facing homes are located on the Crown (17 Fronds)
of Palm Jumeirah. This 4-bedroom villa benefits from stunning sea views
and sun throughout the day. Spacious in size, this property features large
balconies, high ceilings and fixtures and fittings of the highest quality.

Mira 4, Reem, Dubai
Reem is inspired by nature, and promises a refreshing lifestyle with the
landscaping placing equal emphasis on greenery and sandy desert
scape. Located in Mira 4, considered to be one of the best of the Mira
developments, this 3-bedroom villa split over 2 floors features open plan
living, spacious balconies and modern fittings. A private landscaped terrace
is perfect for family living.

4 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • ocean views • common gardens
2 parking spaces • vacant on transfer • built-up area: 5,059 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 6,500,000
Contact: Shades Luxury Properties (ORN: 18320, BRN: 38729, RERA: 21876)
T: +971 50 355 4416. E: info@shadesproperties.ae

3 bedrooms • 4 bathrooms • maids room • open plan living and dining
balcony • terrace • 2 car garage • vacant on transfer • built up area:
2,325 sq. ft.

Asking Price: 1,745,000 AED
Contact: Shades Luxury Properties (ORN: 18320, BRN: 38729, RERA: 21876)
T: +971 50 355 4416 E: info@shadesproperties.ae
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STUNNING VIEWS OF THE BURJ AL ARAB
Madinat Jumeirah Living, Jumeirah, Dubai
Located opposite the internationally recognized icon of luxury the Burj Al
Arab, Madinat Jumeirah Living is an exclusive collection of residences. 1 to
4-bedroom options are available with different layouts and configurations
to suit all needs. Modern interiors are designed to complement the richness
of the surrounding landscapes. Spacious layouts with elegant features and
superb finishes are synonymous with the luxury standards for which Jumeirah is
renowned.
1 to 4-bedroom options available • balcony and terrace options • views
of the Burj Al Arab • balcony • payment plan 5% on booking and 60% on
handover • no commission • excellent connectivity • due for completion in
2021 • built-up area: from 762 sq. ft.
Asking price: Starting from AED 1,200,000
Contact: Rahul Bhattad (ORN: 18715, BRN: 39205, RERA: 26328)
T: +971 56 289 9166. E: info@classicproperties.ae
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OVER
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First exclaimed in 1975, “It’s A Long Way To The Top..” would become a
universal truth. Some forty years later, its lyrics would aptly describe the trials
and tribulations of some of the very best UAE real estate agents; where it’s
clearly a case of survival of the mentally fittest, and most persistent.
INTRODUCTION: LUKMAN HAJJE, CCO, PROPERTY FINDER GROUP
INTERVIEWS: CHANELLE KOWALSKI, EWA GOLAN
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A

s a job it can be glamorous, but it’s certainly not one for the faint hearted. Commission only, long days, weekends, public
holidays, cold calling, and even door
knocking are expected. But not as well
known are stories of touting, baiting, back
scratching, overnight cues and fist fights.

“Baby-faced agents in their twenties with fancy watches
and supercars is not an urban myth; it happens, though not
as frequently as some would have you believe...

It’s difficult to stay spotlessly clean in what can at times be
a murky world. Most don’t cut it; the bulk barely scrape by, but
freshly recruited wide-eyed trainees land daily from the UK and
elsewhere. Many will head back dejected, savings gone a few
months later. Some will settle for a salaried job with less upside
but more stability. A very select few will make it to the top.
With falling prices, excess stock, and too many agents competing for too few buyers, 2018 has been a challenging year. Thirty,
forty, fifty viewings for a sale (up from the usual ten or less), low
bank valuations and rising interest rates. It’s not easy having an
honest conversation with a seller whose property is worth less
than they bought it for five, or even ten, years ago. It’s not easy
putting on your best suit and smile each day to bang out fifty cold
calls when you’re struggling to cover your next rent cheque.
In an industry where having good ethics can at times put you
at a disadvantage, monk-like patience is a prerequisite. Imagine
advising a prospect for months on the pros and cons of various
new project options, conducting multiple inspections, only to
have them drop you at the final hurdle to buy from a commission
kickback specialist lurking at the sales centre?
Is it worth it? Yes. Undoubtedly. Even in a challenging market,
top UAE real estate agents can earn more than five hundred
thousand US dollars per annum. The rewards are clearly there.
Tell me of another profession where, with little or no experience,
this is possible within a few years?
Baby-faced agents in their twenties with fancy watches and
supercars who’ve come from nothing is not an urban myth; it
happens, though not as frequently as some would have you believe. Far more common are those who’ve paid their dues, done
the simple things right, plugged away and built their network and
their reputation over five, ten, fifteen years or more.
A top UAE agent is far more likely to be in their late thirties,
forties or fifties, than in their twenties. Longevity counts and with
age also comes a natural affinity with buyers who themselves tend
to have a few miles on the clock.
We recently gathered some of the very best for lunch and a
chat at La Cantine du Faubourg restaurant in Emirates Towers,
DIFC. Our twelve guests were all nominees of this year’s ‘Best
Agent’ category at the 2018 Property Finder Awards. The group
was diverse in age and backgrounds, as is this fabulous city we
all call home.
Here’s what we found out...
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...far more common are those who’ve paid their dues.”
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DARREN
MURPHY
2017 & 2016 BEST AGENT WINNER

Allsopp & Allsopp

“There’s no such thing as a
good or a bad market. It’s
either a buyer’s market or a
seller’s market”
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O

nce, one of my clients
was struggling to sell their
property. They had cash in
the property but no cash
physically, so I paid to
renovate their home from
my own pocket. The garden
was a mess, it hadn’t been
painted and I just knew once we sorted it
out it would lift the place up. This enabled
me to achieve a sale in two weeks, and
they paid me back at the end – it was a
great result.
It pays to remember the basics: listen to
your client, understand their needs, don’t
waste their time, show them properties
they have told you they’re interested in –
do everything you say you’re going to do.
Be on time, take your brochures, take your
floor plans, know your product inside out.
Follow up relentlessly, and always follow

up to the owner in writing. I send out area
guides every month, updating clients on
what is selling and what is renting in the
area. I’m not simply asking for business all
the time, I’m giving them information.
I seem to say the right thing to people
at the right time, and honestly, I think
that’s a bit of a skill that you can’t really
teach.
There is no such thing as a good or a
bad market. It’s either a buyer’s market or
a seller’s market. There are always going
to be people who want to buy, there are
always going to be people who want to
sell. I don’t agree with going down the
doom and gloom route of “sell now, sell
now, the prices are going down.” Give
your opinion on the market, give the
clients the facts, and let them make the
decision of whether they want to sell in
that price bracket.

“I am always honest, always
on time, I come prepared –
and I know the properties I
am showing inside out”

W

ith fifteen years of
experience in the real
estate industry, eleven
of those in this region,
I have developed
the skills to quickly
understand my client’s
needs, build an instant
rapport with them, and build on this to
create a level of trust which makes them
feel comfortable and confident in my
skills. They need to feel that they can fully
rely on me as their agent to find them the
best property at the best price in the market. It’s all about listening. Over the years
I’ve built that ability to absorb their ‘wish
list’ from the minute we meet; I make a
point of capturing every last detail.
Many brokers in Dubai just focus on the
selling side and a quick transaction, but
these things take time. For many buyers,
this is one of the biggest decisions they
will make in their life. It’s about fact-finding, then matching and sourcing suitable properties to meet as many of their
requirements as possible, and that comes
with experience.
In a challenging market it’s imperative
to understand what’s happening and
reassure clients of any concerns they have,
advise them through the whole journey
and not just think of the quick sale, which
won’t benefit anyone.
I am always honest, always on time, I
come prepared – and I know the properties I am showing inside out. I don’t want
to be caught out with anything when I am
showing a client around the place. These
are the things that qualify you to know the
product you are offering and stand apart.
You must try to think on your feet of
course, although sometimes you simply
can’t. I once did a viewing on Jumeirah
Islands and managed to fall into the swimming pool. It was quite an old property
and I stepped into the gutter round the
edge and it broke off and in I fell, which
was quite funny to the client. Fortunately,
he ended up buying the house, which was
a relief.

ROBERTO
PEREZ
2017 BEST AGENT RUNNER UP

Espace Real Estate
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NOA
WARDMAN

ALISON
FARLEY
2016 BEST AGENT 3RD PLACE

2017 BEST AGENT 3RD PLACE

House Hunters Real Estate

House Hunters Real Estate

“Every person is unique and
has different needs; if you
understand and listen to the
person then you can meet
their expectations”
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I

am very passionate about sales.
I enjoy helping people find their
home or the right investment. I
always put myself in that buyer’s
shoes, whether it’s a first-time buyer or a seller who wants to operate
in today’s competitive property
scene. I keep myself abreast of
what’s happening in the market
and assess what’s right for them according to their specific desires.
Every person is unique and has different
needs; if you understand and listen to the
person then you can meet their expectations. If you give someone all the attention
in the world they feel they can trust you.
I’ve learned you must plan for the
unforeseen in my work and think ahead.
If it’s a vacant villa I am about to show, I
always make sure it’s actually in a good

state just before I take the client to view.
It’s small things like are the toilets flushed,
is the bathroom looking okay before the
viewing. Lighting is very important too,
so I turn them all on if possible and open
all the shutters and windows to let air in.
I always try and go into a property first so
there are no hidden surprises.
Once a landlord had agreed for a
tenant to come with me and view his
property. When we got there, the tenant’s
wife didn’t know anything about it and
was shouting at us from the swimming
pool to get out of her house. When things
go wrong like that you have to be able to
brush it off, find the humour in the situation somehow, and then start fresh again
the next day.

“‘I’ve dealt with VIPs such
as Robert de Niro and
Denzel Washington”

I

have clients that go away on vacation and they have animals that
need taking care of, or gardens
that sometimes need watering
when their gardeners have let
them down, and I always step up
to the plate. I have even gone out
with the hose early in the morning to make sure everything doesn’t die.
I have done things over and above what
people might expect; a lot of things go on
in the background of my job as an agent
that people would never even think about.
You’ve got to make sure houses are
presented well if they are going to sell,
and if you have an overseas seller usually they are not able to do much on the
practical side – so we have to keep the
property presentable. This means moving

furniture around to make the place present
well, minor repairs, and generally keeping
things clean. The name of the game is to
get these properties sold for our clients.
I think longevity makes me good at
my job. I have nearly fifteen years under
my belt here in the industry, as well as
eleven years in another country. I previously worked in the Caribbean in property
management for luxury villas, where I
dealt with VIPs such as Robert de Niro and
Denzel Washington, so respecting confidentiality is central to what I do.
True story: Robert de Niro once left
his phone on his private jet and I had to
go and retrieve it. I didn’t scroll through
it, even though I had it in my possession
overnight – now that’s what I call restraint!
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RYAN
HUDSON
2017 BEST AGENT NOMINEE

Allsopp & Allsopp

“…I am completely
myself; I don’t try and put
an act on”
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I

believe dedication and honest
hard work set me apart from many
others in the industry. Availability,
and the fact that my clients know
I am totally reliable is important
to what I do. In the end, this all
builds trust, and whether clients
like what I have to tell them – and
sometimes they don’t – they are pleased
that I am completely honest, so they trust
me all the way through the process.
Things are weird sometimes though.
Once I took a gentleman on a viewing; I
was showing him round an apartment and
he absolutely loved it. I showed him the
facilities and he loved them too. Then I
took him to the building’s gym and much
to my surprise he tested out the treadmill
in his full suit to see how fast it went. I
decided at that point not to show him the
swimming pool. Sad to say he didn’t take

the apartment and I never heard from him
again.
I have worked for Allsopp & Allsopp
for four years. I started in leasing, was
promoted to senior sales, and am now
assistant branch manager for our new
branch on the Palm Jumeirah. I have sold
over 150 properties in Dubai Marina and
the surrounding areas and in fact sold the
most expensive apartment in the company’s history.
If you ask me what I do differently to
a lot of agents in Dubai, it is that I am
completely myself; I don’t try and put an
act on. Whether it’s a client meeting or a
landlord meeting they meet the real me.
I think it’s also important when you are
on viewings to make it as enjoyable as
possible and try and take the stress out of
buying or selling a property.

CHARLIE
KING
2017 BEST AGENT NOMINEE

Allsopp & Allsopp

“I love the chase. I love
competing with other
brokers, it keeps me on
my toes”

I

specialise in DIFC and I once had
an offer on a two bedroom in
Index Tower. The client had offered
Dh3.67 million for a layout which
he fell in love with, but he got
wrapped up in the layout, not the
price. I met with him one morning,
there were actually two apartments
he was looking at, one was cheaper but
he preferred the layout of the other.
When I put down the figures on paper
for him it worked out half a million dirhams more for the layout he liked, but it
was actually smaller in square feet – he
was paying way above the odds. I remember saying: “Look, do you realise what
you’re doing here? When it comes to
reselling, you’ve got to take your purchase price into perspective.” He thought
about it and ended up going for the other
apartment.
In hindsight, I really risked the deal, but

I was thinking about the client long-term.
I know when it comes to reselling, he’s
going to come to me. A buyer won’t forget
something like that. That will stay with him.
Honestly, knowledge is power. Commitment, professionalism and knowledge.
I find it rewarding putting people into
homes or investments. I love the chase.
I love competing with other brokers, it
keeps me on my toes.
Listening is key. I’ve tried to help some
brokers that don’t listen to the client.
Instead of trying to ram something down
their throat that would earn them more
commission, or be an easier sale, think
outside the box, go above and beyond
for the client. It might take an extra two to
three months to find the client what they
want, but it is so much more rewarding.
It’s not about the broker, it’s about the
client and their needs.
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SHEREEN
FAWZI
SKINNER

“…if a deal goes wrong
or gets unpleasant then it’s
usually because the agent
is not doing their job right”

I

The Urban Nest

“my objective is to get
referrals, to have the client
feel so comfortable and so
happy with the job that I do
that they will go on to refer
me – that is the biggest
compliment”
50
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T

here was a property I sold
about three months ago – an
amazing house in Victory
Heights – where initially the
client was very dissuaded with
the market. Basically, a lot of
other agents had advised her
on her property’s value, and
pressured her to accept really low offers.
I really focused on doing open houses, spending a lot of time in the property
and consistently updating her every few
days. In the end we got two good offers
which she was thrilled with. When she
closed the deal, it was after a very stressful
time, and I think just being there for her

and being able to support her made all
the difference. The client then went on to
recommend me to the entire community,
and I’ve received several exclusive listings
because of it!
In my business you’ve got to be completely focused, know the market, know
your properties and have lots of passion
and energy. You have also got to have
people’s trust. I’m not there just to sell
people a house, my objective is to get
referrals, to have the client feel so comfortable and so happy with the job that I
do that they will go on to refer me – that is
the biggest compliment.

BOBBY
BAKSHANI
Better Homes

’ve been in real estate for five and
a half years now and I am where
I am because of my dedication to
working in the field. I work very
hard and am very motivated. I
go the extra mile all the time for
clients, it’s an every day thing, but
there was one time that sticks out.
There was a big deal that was very
close to being signed when suddenly the
buyer backed out due to other properties coming up – and then the seller also
started backing out because he thought
he could get a better offer, and I was
the agent stuck in the middle. It’s very
difficult to close a deal when you’re in
that situation. Luckily with my experience
in this industry and negotiating skills – as
well as truly understanding both parties
needs – I closed the deal. It was one of
those impossible scenarios that I managed
to overcome.
I love my work and am really dedicated. I was trained by one of Better Homes
top agents and she taught me so much. I
have always really felt that this is my job,
this is where I am supposed to be, and I
know I will always be working in this field
and building on the knowledge I have.
In my opinion, if a deal goes wrong or
gets unpleasant then it’s usually because
the agent is not doing their job right, to
put it bluntly. Everything is possible in this
world; if you want to close a deal you
close it – regardless of what obstacles
or events occur. And in a slower market
negotiating and speaking in an intelligent
way to the buyers and the sellers really
makes the difference.
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DANNY
ABRAHAM

MANISH
RAHEJA

Espace Real Estate

Aeon & Trisl Real Estate

“…a lot of agents fear
having frank conversations
with sellers about pricing,
but I explain what the
market is actually doing
right now”
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I

feel that where I tend to be a bit
different to other brokers is in my
attention to detail. I’m talking
mainly on the listings side. If I am
going to list a property I find out
the real reasons why someone
wants to sell, I hear their story,
and then I offer a totally focused
service – effectively twenty-four hours a
day. I get calls at 2am in the morning if
they are in the UK, for example, and if I’m
up I’ll answer it. So, it’s really about going
that extra mile.
Also, a lot of agents fear having frank
conversations with sellers about pricing,
but I explain what the market is actually doing right now and offer them real
advice. I have been in this industry for
seventeen years, so I hope that I know

how to instil trust in my clients about what
I can do for them. It’s important to be a
specialist; for example, I would never take
someone out to an area I didn’t know and
where I couldn’t immediately give them
the right information on things like service
charges.
Things can go wrong sometimes but
you need to see the funny side. One time
an owner told me whatever I did I mustn’t
let his cat escape when I was showing
people around his property. When I was
there I didn’t see any cat inside the house,
but I came outside and there was a cat
just sat there and I thought: oh gosh I’d
better put it inside quickly. I dropped it in
the house and of course I found out later
it wasn’t his cat.

“The market right now is
quite competitive. In the old
days there weren’t so many
agencies, but having people
to compete against offers
you good experience”

I

have been working in this field for
about eight years, so I have seen
the good days and the bad days
in Dubai – the ups and the downs.
The market right now is quite
competitive. In the old days there
weren’t so many agencies, but
having people to compete against
offers you good experience.
Just yesterday I transferred an apartment in Jumeirah Lake Towers (JLT) and it
had been almost an impossible mission.
The client had been following up daily
for months and the deal was slipping
out of my hands. She was approaching

other agencies, but she came back to me
because of my consistent follow-ups and I
settled it yesterday with her. She was new
to Dubai, coming from Brazil, and didn’t
know how to invest or how to put money
into real estate here. So, I advised her
and stuck by her all the way. I was really
pleased to hear she had finally moved in.
It takes dedication to work in real estate
here, plus an uncompromising commitment to your clients. Honestly, I believe
there is no such thing as a down market,
if you understand what people really want
you can always do deals.
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“A strong relationship with
my clients is what really
drives me”

ROBERT
KEMPTON

I

Allsopp & Allsopp

“…it’s work, work, work,
and you could say there is
no real balance, but you
must have that drive to be
the best”
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D

arren Murphy and I are
friends from back home
and it was actually him
that introduced me to the
job. For the past six years
we have pretty much been
number one and two on the
board in terms of performance in the company. I work hard and
try to be number one each month – even
if I’m not, I’m making good money – but
it’s having that drive to never stop, to
never cease wanting to be the best.
Your working week never really ends;
it’s certainly not a nine-to-five we’re talking about. For me it’s work, work, work,
and you could say there is no real balance, but I think you must have that drive
to be the best. In fact, I think drive is the

most important word I could use – you’ve
got to want to push yourself to keep going.
There are some weird scenarios now
and then that keep things interesting.
I took a couple out once to see The
Gardens community on a viewing and,
unbeknownst to me, the owner’s daughter
had pulled the large fly net back from over
the door. As I jogged in, I walked straight
on to it and went skidding right across the
lounge. There I am lying on the floor and
we’re supposed to be signing a contract.
I had a friend with me that day who had
come along to the viewing to get an idea
of what the job entailed. So that was literally one of the most awkward things that
could have happened. To be fair, we still
got the clients to sign the contract.

am French, married to a German, and I have lived in Dubai
with my family for four years. I
studied in France where I got
a Master’s degree in management, then I moved to Germany
where I lived and worked for
ten years. All this allowed me to
become fluent in English, German, and
of course French. I think my background
makes me particularly well-armed to
understand the needs of families in a multicultural environment and to assist them
in the process of finding their home.
I have been a real estate agent in Dubai for the last three years and focus on
Dubailand and Sports City. I have become
very present in The Villa community (in
Dubailand) where I live with my family, but
I also cover Falcon City, Arabian Ranches,
and Victory Heights. Living in the area I
work in makes me a privileged consultant
as I am not only able to easily source
properties, but I can also recommend
schools and nearby facilities, and offer
great information for everyday life.
A strong relationship with my clients
is what really drives me. Honesty, loyalty,
and transparency is what I bring to the
table. In this fast-paced environment it is
essential to be reachable, knowledgeable,
and to cooperate effectively with colleagues and other agents who share the
same work ethic. The reason the way I do
my job works is through my own frustrating personal experience going back to
when my family and I first came to Dubai
and searched for a new home. I now treat
my clients exactly the way I wish I had
been treated.

MARINA
ATZERT
The Urban Nest
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“Brokers who utilise technology to their
advantage not only streamline the process
for themselves, but also create an improved
experience”
Wissam Karmouchy, Managing Director at Gold Mark Real Estate

I

Wissam Karmouchy, managing director at Gold Mark
Real Estate, says the next era in the property industry
has arrived with a bang
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t’s no secret that advances in technology have led to innovation in
many industries around the world.
This is evident in our daily lives,
from the way we order food to the
way we order a taxi. So, it’s only
logical that these advances are going
to affect the way we look to buy, sell and
rent real estate.
Not only do we search for properties
online, we use digital tools to calculate
mortgage payments, Google Streetview
to virtually visit a neighbourhood, and
various other online tools to research
information about a property that was not
previously possible.
Since arriving in UAE in 1998, I have
witnessed first-hand Dubai become a
global leader when it comes to innovation; often the first city to bring cutting-edge technology into practical application. From the construction of the tallest
building in the world, the largest shopping
mall in the world and the biggest Ferris
wheel in the world, to flying taxis and
hyperloop transport – this is a city that
embraces transformation.
Through the Dubai Land Department
(DLD) and the Real Estate Regulatory
Agency (RERA), Dubai further aims to
drive its real estate market into the future.
It has already undertaken several innovative projects, including eMart, a smart
property marketplace, Ejari, a platform
to streamline the administrative aspects
of lease management, and SIM, Dubai’s
interactive smart investment map.
According to a study conducted by
HSBC in 2017, 72 percent of prospective
property buyers in the UAE search for
properties online. Another study conduct-

ed by US-based firm Redfin, concluded
that 20 percent of buyers in the UAE had
made an offer without ever seeing the
property in person.
Not only is proptech changing the way
we search for property, it is disrupting the
entire sales process. The private sector is
also embracing this change as many of
the latest technological innovations and
trends are already being applied by real
estate brokers in the region.
Brokers who don’t embrace technology are likely to be left behind in the near
future. This is evident through the rise of
various proptech companies that offer
end-to-end services, eliminating the need
for a broker altogether. That said, working
with a qualified and experienced broker
offers a level of personal attention and understanding to ensure you end up buying
a home – not just a house – a service that
no artificial intelligence will ever be able
to provide. Brokers who utilise technology
to their advantage not only streamline the
process for themselves, but also create an
improved experience for buyers and sellers
that saves them time and money.
In the past, prospective buyers had to
visit the brick and mortar offices of real
estate brokers, which could be very time
consuming, especially if a large number
of properties were available for viewing.
Combine that with the balancing act of
making appointments that are convenient
for both buyer and seller, and a lot of time
could be wasted in arranging, driving to
and viewing properties that aren’t the right
fit.
Through the advent of 360-degree
photos and videos, virtual walkthroughs
became possible, allowing buyers to digi-

tally ‘walk’ through an apartment or house
from the comfort of their own homes.
Recent improvements in augmented reality
(AR) also have major implications for both
the buyer and seller experience and could
possibly allow both parties to interactively
see information about a property that
would otherwise be unknown.
With the implementation of big data
and machine learning, it has now also become possible to more accurately match a
buyer with a seller, based on their specific
interests and individual profiles. This type
of technology considers all available data
about a buyer profile such as specific
requirements, styles they like, and reason
for purchasing – whether a family home
or investment – and can accurately match
this with available properties and property
profiles. Not only does this save valuable
time, but also makes it easier for the real
estate broker to spend time on deals that
are more likely to close.
Just as fintech has disrupted the
financial industry through cryptocurrency,
mobile banking, AI risk management and
various other innovations, proptech is certainly disrupting the real estate industry.
Another project of the Dubai Land
Department is the Dubai Blockchain, a
decentralised transactional platform, not
unlike bitcoin, that could possibly see
property transfers and deed management
take place virtually and immediately.
The improvement of large-scale 3D
printing is also very promising and could
well lead to homes being printed to exact
specification at a fraction of the cost and
time that traditional construction would
take.
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GUEST COLUMN

THE REAL ESTATE
INDUSTRY ENTERS
THE AGE
OF BITCOIN

GUEST COLUMN

“…a dramatic rise and fall has left
many investors looking to trade in their
cryptocurrency in exchange for something
more tangible and less volatile”
Michael Burke, Managing Partner at Arabian Escapes

N
Michael Burke, Managing Partner at Arabian Escapes,
says the pending upturn in the Dubai real estate
market means now could be the time to trade your
Bitcoin for property
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othing has captured the imagination of investors quite
like Bitcoin. Tales of crypto-traders turning hundreds
of dollars into millions were
a mainstay of the financial
pages during the cryptocurrency’s peak back in 2017. In December
2017, one single Bitcoin was worth US
$19,783 – up from around $900 in January that same year.
This meteoric rise had to come to an
end, however, and at the time of writing, a
single Bitcoin is trading at around $6,400.
Much of the last six months has seen prices in the range of $6,200 to $6,800.
Such a dramatic rise and fall has left
many investors looking to trade in their
cryptocurrency in exchange for something
more tangible and less volatile, yet still
returns a high yield.
Bitcoin has become an alternate means
of payment for many everyday purchases,
with several merchants worldwide accepting the currency, including major companies such as Microsoft, Expedia and
PayPal.
Digital currency is changing the way
transactions are made, including the way
you can purchase or sell a house. Buying
real estate in Dubai with Bitcoin is an
attractive proposition allowing investors to
trade their currency for a stable asset with
the potential to return a high yield.
Despite a recent fall in property prices

in Dubai, there are many signs to suggest
that the bottom has now been reached
– particularly in the studio and one-bedroom apartment market. In particular,
areas such as Dubai Marina, Jumeirah
Lake Towers (JLT), and Discovery Gardens
are showing signs of growth with yields of
5-8 percent on offer.
This market upturn looks only set to
increase following the introduction of
the UAE’s ten-year investor visa. Property
stocks rose in trading immediately after the
announcement back in May 2018, with
many experts heralding the regulation’s
potential to bring a new and sustainable
demand to the Dubai property market.
There is much historical basis for such
a prediction – it was, in fact, a similar
change to visa regulation that is often
credited with kicking off the 2002 freehold
property boom.
Speaking of the ten-year visa, shortly
after its announcement Marie Salem, the
Director – Capital Markets at FFA Private
Bank Dubai, said the new regulation:
“will surely boost the performance of the
real estate sector and give comfort to the
investors there and especially property
owners.”
The changes to visa regulations form
part of a larger stimulus package, announced by Sheikh Hamdan Bin Mohammad Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Dubai
Crown Prince and Chairman of Dubai
Executive Council earlier this year, with

the aim of boosting economic growth and
lowering the cost of doing business.
The stimulus package – which will also
see lower market fees for commercial
entities, the waiving of fees for delays in
property registration, and more relaxed
regulations regarding foreign ownership
of businesses – is focused on attracting
further investment into the UAE and is expected to stimulate many of the countries
key industries, including the real estate
sector.
At the time of its announcement, PricewaterhouseCoopers praised the stimulus
package, highlighting the “real momentum and head of steam building in both
Abu Dhabi and Dubai to move things
forwards and stimulate local economies as
quickly as possible.”
The volatility of cryptocurrency coupled
with the latest developments in the Dubai
real estate market makes it an attractive
time to trade your Bitcoin for bricks and
mortar.
Recent changes to visa regulations and
foreign ownership legislation, plus the
roll-out of a multi-billion-dirham stimulus package will see a further influx of
foreign nationals to our shores, alleviating over-supply in the real estate market
and increasing property prices and rental
returns across the board over the next four
to six years.
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DÉCOR

DÉCOR

PALIS SIDEBOARD
Designed by Marco Fumagalli
A sleek 4-door sideboard available in
reconstituted wood veneer, smoked oak
or Parchemin finish. Two legs in smoked
bronze or extra clear glass adds to the
elegance of this piece.
Available at: Roche Bobois
Price: available upon request

A
TOUCH
OFGLASS

TRIBECA CONSOLE
Designed by Sacha Lakic
The obvious accompaniment to the Tribeca
Cocktail Table, this structurally refined console table is modern yet timeless.
Available at: Roche Bobois
Price: available upon request

MIKI CHAIR
Designed by Difo Design Studio
A simple yet stylish dining chair with a steel
structure and leather exterior available in
several colour options.
Available at: Roche Bobois
Price: available upon request

DIAPO DINING TABLE
Designed by René Bouchara
This unique glass top dining table
is available with the base in clear
or laminated glass available in
different shades of colors to suit
any space.
Available at: Roche Bobois
Price: available upon request
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PRINCIPE CORNER COMPOSITION
An upholstered corner sofa designed for
comfort featuring back cushions in goose
feathers. A metal base with black nickel finish brings a contemporary edge to this piece.
Available at: Roche Bobois
Price: available upon request

TRIBECA COCKTAIL TABLE
Designed by Sacha Lakic
A stunning feature in any living room,
this cocktail table features a structure
of lacquered metal in a bronze color
with a thick glass top.
Available at: Roche Bobois
Price: available upon request
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MONET SIDE TABLE
Influenced by the impressionist movement,
and paying tribute to one of the era’s
greatest painters, the Monet side table is a
sophisticated furniture piece with a modern
design twist.
Available at: Boca do Lobo
Price: available upon request

NEWTON SUSPENSION LAMP
A unique handcrafted piece that takes
center stage in any room.
Available at: Boca do Lobo
Price: available upon request

ODETTE SOFA
Inspired by Swan Lake, this sofa’s sweeping
silhouette is accentuated with a polished brass
structure and an asymmetric back offering a
sophisticated design and timeless appeal.
Available at: Boca do Lobo
Price: available upon request

LAPIAZ CONSOLE
Resembling a freshly cracked stone this
modern console features a mahogany
structure, with its inside finished in polished
brass and an exterior finished in polished
stainless steel.
Available at: Boca do Lobo
Price: available upon request

LAPIAZ SIDEBOARD
This sideboard takes exceptional craftsmanship and design to a new realm.
Finished in polished stainless steel that
portarys a perfect mirror, with a poplar
root wood veneer interior.
Available at: Boca do Lobo
Price: available upon request
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MONET CENTER TABLE
Influenced by natural elements,
as well as artisan furniture
making techniques, the Monet
center table is a unique and
sophisticated furniture piece.
Available at: Boca do Lobo
Price: available upon request
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market insight

The trends set to shape
growth in the UAE in 2019

4. UAE welcomes investors
Recent reforms to UAE legislation offering 10-year visas and 100 percent
foreign ownership are predicted to attract new talent to the region, as well as
increase foreign direct investment.

5. Optimistic market outlook
2018 has proven to be a buyer and renter market with prices falling
respectively. As 2019 nears, further inventory will float onto the market
providing even more attractive opportunities, piquing the interest of a larger
base of consumers to start considering home ownership in the UAE.
Growth in the economy, coupled with increased affordable housing
options, contribute to a healthy outlook for 2019.

6. Continued investment in infrastructure
Infrastructure in Dubai has been boosted by an injection of an additional
15 billion dirhams, which will be spent on roads and transport ahead of
Expo 2020.
Dubai’s metro system is set to expand into new areas too, allowing for
existing communities and residents to have access to the best possible public
transport.
Dubai International Airport is currently the world’s busiest airport. Investment
in the new Al Maktoum airport is projected to continue to invite further traffic
to the city.

MEDHAT SALEM

7. Attractive returns on investment

Director of Operations

The UAE continues to offer investors some of the highest ROI’s globally, on
par with the likes of London, Shanghai, and New York.

T: +971 4 430 9264
E: info@shadesproperties.ae
W: www.shadesproperties.ae

Dubai’s real estate sector is constantly evolving and innovating to offer
properties unlike anywhere else in the world.
2019 is set to welcome a new era of foreign investments to its real estate

Nationality: Egyptian
Languages spoken: English, Arabic

landscape. ■

Growth in the UAE is expected to pick up 2. Expo 2020 on the horizon
Expo 2020 will be a huge catalyst for growth in the Emirate. The UAE
momentum in 2019 after the IMF revised its
is projected to welcome an additional 25 million visitors from across 180
forecast upward for 2018 and 2019
countries.
In preparation for the event, increased government expenditure is expected

1. Spoilt for choice

to grow the Dubai economy by 4.2 percent in 2019, according to figures
released by the IMF.

After a successful Cityscape Global Conference 2018 hosted in Dubai,
many new projects were released with extremely affordable pricing and
payment plans to match.

3. Tourism
Tourism undoubtedly has a massive impact on the growth of Dubai property

In some cases, developers are offering post-handover payment plans,

market. According to H.E. Helal Saeed Almarri, Director General of Dubai

smaller down payments, Dubai Land Department (DLD) registration fee

Tourism, the hotel industry remains at the forefront of cross-sector efforts to

waivers, and even service fee waivers.

drive tourism growth.

The Cityscape theme this year was one of overall happiness and creating
real communities. Developers are realising the importance of the overall

Tourism is an important source of income that enhances the emirate’s GDP
and is a fundamental pillar of Dubai’s economic diversification strategy.

aesthetic approach to the communities they build.
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AGENT SPOTLIGHT

Angela Gegg

FINDING
MYSELF
IN AN
INDUSTRIAL
SPACE...

EDWARDS AND TOWERS
T: +971 50 559 8058 E: angela@edwardsandtowers.com
WWW.EDWARDSANDTOWERS.COM

Nationality: British, Belizean
Languages spoken: English, Spanish

I began my career in Dubai as a content writer, working for several
prominent real estate companies. Ultimately, this is what sparked my interest
in the industry and shaped my understanding of the market.
I was introduced to the Managing Director and owner of Edwards and
Towers and my journey as a commercial agent began. Six years later, I am
still with the company as Head of Commercial.
Commercial real estate can be a lucrative and rewarding field for
those who can survive the professional demands. It takes dedication and
commitment to ongoing learning as rules and regulations in Dubai change
frequently. There is no turning off the phone; I am always online and available
to answer client calls and emails.
Commercial deals can be extremely complex and can often take months,
and in some cases over a year, to close. As a commercial specialist, you
must approach each deal knowing that you may not reap the benefits of your
time and effort for some time. It definitely takes a thick skin to be successful
in this field.
I am skilled in all areas of sales and leasing, including: offices, industrial,
retail, plots, and large-scale assets such as schools, buildings, community
centres and hospitals. I am a firm believer that all transactions should be
treated equally, from the smallest rental, to the sale of a large-scale asset.
The commercial market in Dubai is constantly evolving, and it is important
to maintain pace with the market. Licensing of onshore and offshore properties
can be complicated and multi-faceted, so being on the ball is key.
It takes a genuine passion to succeed and set yourself apart in this industry.
Whilst commercial real estate may be less glamorous, it yields higher rental
income and is catered to a client seeking steady income and returns.
Overall, 2018 was a seller’s market and with this came an opportunity
for the savvy investor to purchase strategic trophy assets which retain their
long-term value with steady yields.High yield assets such as schools and

hospitals were most popular, second to these were small hotels and occupied
commercial buildings with ROIs ranging from 7 percent to 9 percent with an
average budget of 50-200 million dirhams per asset.
In addition to investor demand, 2018 produced the usual retail and
office clientele. Office demand was highest in free zones, with Dubai Media
City, Dubai International Finance Centre (DIFC) and Jumeirah Lakes Towers
(JLT) seeing the highest requests, particularly for fitted office space.
There is rarely any shortage of retail outlets in Dubai driven by the constant
appetite of retailers and new business operations seeking a presence in this
market. With an abundance of malls, community centres, retail outlets and
standalone stores, clients have several options to choose from. The retail
sector will forever remain a strength in the Dubai economy.

EXCLUSIVE COMMERCIAL LISTINGS…
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AL WARQA 1, DUBAI

DUBAI INTERNET CITY, DUBAI

G+6 staff accommodation, full building for lease. Handover Dec 2018

3B+G+6 commercial building, 88,000 sq. ft. for lease.

PRICE: Available upon request

PRICE: Available upon request
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Dominating the Hierarchy of Success
Meet Engel & Völkers Leading Property Consultants

dubai@engelvoelkers.com

+971 4 422 3500

www.engelvoelkers.com/dubai

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

LISTINGS

LISTINGS

LEBANON

A PEACEFUL SANCTUARY

PANORAMIC SEA & MOUNTAIN VIEWS

Tilal Faqra, Faqra, Mount Lebanon
Welcome to a world above the hustle and bustle of everyday life,
immersed in the serenity and peace of the Lebanese mountains. Tilal
Faqra is designed specifically with your comfort in mind, featuring all the
facilities that come with true luxury. The development offers luxurious villas,
townhouses and chalets with a stunning view, surrounding landscape and a
full private health club.

Platinum 4115, Kfarhbeib, Mount Lebanon
Located in a cul-de-sac in the prestigious area of Kfarhbeib, this duplex
offers unobstructed sea and mountain views. Featuring modern architecture,
high ceilings and a panoramic balcony, this property exudes lightness and
brightness.

villas, townhouses and chalets available • mountain views • spacious living
areas • balconies • built-up area: from 1,292 sq. ft.
Asking Price: USD 400,000
Contact: David Mansour
T: +961 3 285 285 E: david@davidmansour.com
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3 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • maid’s room • storage room • spacious living
area • sea and mountain views • balcony • 2 parking spots • built-up
area: 4,305 sq. ft.
Asking Price: USD 775,000
Contact: KH Construction Group
T: +961 70 000 725 E: info@khconstructiongroup.com
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INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

BAHRAIN

LISTINGS

LISTINGS

1 BHD = 2.65 USD

LIVE LIFE IN INFINITY

IMPRESSIVE FULLY FURNISHED VILLA

Juffair, Manama, Bahrain
A refined blend of luxury and comfort awaits you at the latest Fontana
development, Fontana Infinity. With a vision to create the next level in urban
living, this 43-storey twin tower development is a stunning combination of
luxury and comfort. Centrally located in Juffair, residents enjoy contemporary
living paired with a relaxing resort lifestyle. With sophisticated and luxurious
features, each apartment boasts tastefully designed kitchens and bathrooms
and spacious living areas. More than 800 apartments are on offer ranging
from studio to 2-bedroom apartments.

Oryx Hills, Bahrain
This luxurious home away from the hustle and bustle of the city is located
just a short drive away from Manama City Centre. This fully furnished villa
features four generously sized living rooms, a spacious dining area and two
maids quarters. An expansive living room located on the ground floor opens
up to a spacious rear patio complete with large swimming pool, jacuzzi and
landscaped gardens.

studio to 2-bedroom apartments available • spacious living areas
contemporary kitchens and bathrooms • shared swimming pool • gym,
sauna and spa facilities • jogging track • built-up area: starting from: 463 sq. ft.
Asking Price: BHD 43,000

6 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • 2 maids rooms • private swimming pool
jacuzzi • patio • built-up area: 8,073 sq. ft.
Asking Price: BHD 600,000
Contact: AAA Homes
T: +973 1781 1353 / +971 3905 6284
E: aaahomes@batelco.com.bh / girish.kamath@aaahomeswll.com

Contact: Royal Ambassador
T: +973 1600 0061 E: inquiry@rabahrain.com
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INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

QATAR

LISTINGS

LISTINGS

1 QAR = 0.27 USD

WATERFRONT APARTMENT

VIEWS OF THE DOHA SKYLINE

Lusail City, Lusail, Qatar
This new residential address project in Lusail City is simply beyond words.
It is one of the most advanced industrial, commercial and residential cities
in Qatar. Rise and shine each day with the sound of the soothing waves
of the sea. Relax and enjoy the exquisite scenery from the privacy of your
own waterfront facing balcony. Stylishly fully furnished and modern and
contemporary in design.

The Pearl, Porto Arabia, Qatar
Located in The Pearl, Porto Arabia a man-made island located off the West
Bay coast featuring Mediterranean-style yacht lined marinas alive with
Arabian warmth and charm. This exceptional villa sits on a spacious plot
with private beach access. This 5-bedroom home features large windows
throughout, providing remarkable views of the private pool, sea and Doha
skyline.

2 bedrooms • 2 bathrooms • spacious living and dining area • fully
furnished • balcony • waterfront • outdoor swimming pool • gym facilities
parking • built-up area: 1,615 sq. ft.

5 bedrooms • 9 bathrooms • 3 spacious living areas • 2 large kitchens
maids room • private swimming pool • direct beach access • parking •
built-up area: 12,658 sq. ft.

Asking price: Starting from QAR 2,500,000
Contact: Serban G. Spirea
T: + 974 30451451 E: office@fgrealty.qa
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Asking Price: QAR 37,000,000
Contact: Fahad Bin Abdul-Rahman
T: +974 5566 5305 Email: fahad@lalune.qa
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INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

EGYPT

LISTINGS

LISTINGS

1 EGP = 0.056 USD

VILLA IN LUSH GREEN SURROUNDINGS

PICTURESQUE LIVING

Arabella Compound, New Cairo, Egypt
Arabella is one of the finest modern residential projects built in the heart of
New Cairo. The complex is designed in line with the latest international design
trends. This villa is perfect for those wishing to live in a quiet area away from the
fast-paced city. One of the main attractions of this property is the beauty of the
surrounding nature and green open spaces. Featuring a private swimming pool
and garden, this home is perfect for hosting guests.

Pyramid Hills, Giza, Egypt
Ideally located, Pyramid Hills is near two main roads leading to the city,
leaving the concrete jungle of downtown Cairo close enough to conveniently
be reached, yet far enough to disconnect from the bustle. Its intelligent use of
landscape, picturesque homes and abundant amenities invariably set it apart.
This contemporary 6-bedroom property boasts stunning views, perfectly
landscaped greenery and a breathtaking private pool.

5 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • maids room • fully furnished • private swimming
pool • children’s play area • clubhouse • 24 hour security • plot size: 10,225
built-up area: 7,535 sq. ft.

6 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • fully furnished • private swimming pool
private garden • plot size: 32,292 sq. ft. • built-up area: 17,222 sq. ft.

Asking Price: 125,000 EGP/month
Contact: Ramadan Radwan
T: +2 010 600 00250 / +2 010 664 44459 E: info@trustgroupegypt.com
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Asking Price: EGP 63,000,000
Contact: Ibrahim Ghonim
P: +2 010 606 80000 E: ibrahim.ghoniem@remax-almohagerwest.com
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INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

MOROCCO

LISTINGS

LISTINGS

1 MAD = 0.11 USD
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UPSCALE LIVING IN A CHIC AREA

EXTRAVAGANT VILLA

Californie, Morocco, Casablanca
Located in Californie, one of the most chic areas of Casablanca known for
its luxurious villas. This 5-bedroom villa features four spacious living rooms
designed for both upscale living with comfort in mind. To the rear of the villa
is a large courtyard complete with lush landscaped gardens and a private
swimming pool.

Californie, Morocco, Casablanca
Situated in the upscale neighbourhood of Californie, this extravagant
villa has been recently renovated. Ultra-modern in design, this property is
distinguished by its spacious living area with panoramic views out to the
private garden and pool. A triple reception room opens out to a large
outdoor terrace perfect for entertaining.

5 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • fully fitted kitchen • spacious living areas
functional fireplace • courtyard • landscaped gardens • private swimming
pool • built-up area: 12,206 sq. ft.

5 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • fully fitted kitchen • private swimming pool
large outdoor terrace • gym • sauna • 4 car garage • built-up area:
10,010 sq. ft.

Asking Price: MAD 17,000,000

Asking Price: MAD 16,950,000

Contact: Ivendi.ma
T: +212 06 53 43 99 69 E: mail@ivendi.ma

Contact: Yunique
T: +212 06 60 96 69 88 E: t.elmountassir@yunique.ma
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INTERNATIONAL

SAUDI ARABIA

LISTINGS

LISTINGS

1 SAR = 0.27 USD

SIMPLISTIC & ELEGANT VILLA

STYLISH VILLA LIVING

Al Loaloa, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
This luxury villa is modern and contemporary, offering a design that is both
simplistic and elegant. Featuring 5 bedrooms and 6 bathrooms, this villa
is spacious and roomy with 3 large living areas. A private pool offers the
ultimate in relaxation and tranquility.

Badr, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Al Badr is located in the heart of Riyadh, a dynamic and highly populated
area. This 4-bedroom villa is architecturally designed with sophistication and
refinement in mind and finished to the highest specifications.

5 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • 3 large living areas • maids room
private swimming pool • built-up area: 3,617 sq. ft.
Asking Price: SAR 1,900,000
Contact: Romooz Real Estate Company
T: +966 (0) 11283 7909 E: sales@romooz.sa
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4 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • spacious living areas
built-up area: 6,103 sq. ft.
Asking Price: SAR 1,012,220
Contact: Dawaween Investment
T: +966 (0) 11 293 2012 E: info@dawawen.com
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VELOCITY

VELOCITY

AS GOOD AS
IT GETS

TEXT: KEVIN HACKETT / IMAGES: COURTESY OF MCLAREN

the motoring
world might be speeding
towards autonomy and electric
propulsion, but McLaren hasn’t given up
on the driver, or engines, just yet
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VELOCITY

VELOCITY

W

ith global temperatures at a
near tipping point, unsurprisingly anything that burns fossil
fuel for energy and emits carbon
dioxide as a result of the chemical process
is in for the proverbial chop, soon to be
legislated out of existence in the name of
saving the planet.
The result is a headlong rush on the part
of even the world’s most elite luxury carmakers to develop and launch models that
will be able to drive themselves while emitting no pollutants whatsoever – a dystopian
nightmare scenario for aficionados of the
unique thrills that only driving a powerful,
traditional supercar can provide.
Fortunately, the performance car establishment isn’t for turning. Not yet, anyway.
Ferrari, Lamborghini, Aston Martin, Porsche, AMG – legendary purveyors of driving pleasure, all of them. And they’re still

building cars that require a firm hand and
a plentiful supply of oil and petrol to keep
them going. And you can add McLaren to
that list, too. The British manufacturer has,
in barely a decade, turned an industry on
its head in the pursuit of driving perfection
and, unlike its closest rivals, has absolutely
no intention of offering an SUV to appease
the masses. Ever.
Forget practicality and economy, McLaren is all about absolute speed, precision
and control. Its cars sit in three distinct
range series: Sports, Super and Ultimate,
and right now the new 600LT is the crown
of the Sports Series – a belter of a machine,
honed to give its occupants the sharpest,
most electrifying experiences possible while
on a racetrack. Harder, faster, more engaging than its 570S sibling, this could very
well be one of the all-time greats and they
only started building them a few weeks ago.

“IT’S A BELTER OF A MACHINE,
HONED TO GIVE ITS OCCUPANTS
THE SHARPEST, MOST
ELECTRIFYING EXPERIENCES
POSSIBLE WHILE ON A
RACETRACK”

This is only the fourth time the LT suffix
has been applied to a McLaren. It stands
for ‘Longtail’ – a moniker first given to a
Le Mans-winning, super lightweight version
of its F1 racer and then, years later, to two
hardcore variants of the 650S, known as the
675LT. In this current incarnation, McLaren
has basically thrown all its technical wizardry at a car that was already viewed by
many as being as good as it gets. But the
LT recipe, if the past is anything to go by,
is not something to be dismissed as mere
marketing spin or pointless rhetoric.
Indeed, the 600LT has jettisoned 96kg
and is made up from 23 percent new parts
compared to the 570S. Less weight means
more speed and more dynamism, while the
new parts quota is indicative of the efforts
McLaren has gone to in order to give this
special edition a character of its own.
Unlike the Super Series models (the
720S and the previous 650S, 675LT, etc.)
this car does without active aerodynamic trickery and certain other technical armoury that must remain the preserve of the
more expensive and exclusive machines.
These things aside, the 600LT has still been
given a comprehensive overhaul, with the
reworked engine gaining more power and
the oily bits that put all that motive force
onto the road and track having been taken apart, redesigned and remanufactured
in the pursuit of ultimate weight loss and
drivability.
It’s wider and rides lower than the 570S
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and, as its nomenclature suggests, it’s
longer in the tail (and nose), too, measuring an extra 74mm thanks to an extended
front splitter and rear diffuser, both of which
add more downforce. Not too much, mind,
because this is a car that wants to involve
its driver, rather than just suck itself to the
blacktop at speed. Adjustability is the name
of the game, rather than outright peak lap
times.
This in itself is noteworthy, for McLaren
(quite rightly) comes in for plenty of criticism for building cars that are insanely fast
and capable yet seemingly devoid of character. The experiences they offer can oft be
described as sterile, in stark contrast to the
lurid passion and sensory overload built in
to Ferraris, Lamborghinis, Paganis et al. But
the 600LT, like the 675LT before it, makes
amends by placing a firm emphasis on
fun. If you’re fortunate enough to ever get
behind the wheel of one, try to imagine a
world where the driver is redundant – it’s
nothing any dyed-in-the-wool petrol head
would ever want to be a part of.
On paper the stats are formidable. It’ll
hit 100kph from a standstill in 2.9 seconds,
200 in just 8.2 and won’t flatline until it’s
doing 330 – seriously quick in anyone’s
book. And this is where its track bent makes
sense, because there are few public roads,
anywhere in the world, where one can legally enjoy such hedonistic heights. On a
track you can shred your tyres, put pedal
to the metal and clip the apex all day long

without fear of fines or black points, so long
as your pockets are deep enough. Speaking of which, you’ll need to dig around for
Dh900,000 for entry to this particular exclusive owners’ club.
If you do sign on the dotted line, what
you’ll be getting is a genuine rival to Porsche’s fearsome 911 GT2 RS, Ferrari’s 488
Pista and Lamborghini’s epic Huracan Performante – each an exceptional track-biased supercar in its own right. But McLaren’s Achilles heel remains in the 600LT
because, for all its technical and engineering prowess, and for all the sheer, unabashed entertainment it genuinely offers, its
engine still sounds about as exciting as an
asthmatic vacuum cleaner. Even at this end
of the motoring spectrum, it would appear,
you still can’t have everything.
SPECIFICATIONS: MCLAREN 600LT
PRICE

from Dh900,000

ENGINE

3.8-litre, turbocharged V8

GEARBOX

7-speed sequential
automatic

POWER

600hp @ 7,500rpm

TORQUE

620Nm @ 5,500rpm

FUEL ECONOMY

11.7 ltr/100km

RIVALS

Porsche 911 GT2 RS,
Lamborghini Huracan
Performante, Ferrari 488 Pista
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Search thousands of cars for sale from the UAE’s leading car dealers...

LEVANT AUTO TRADING
Make:

Mercedes-Benz G 63 AMG

Price:

900,000

Year:

2019

Telephone:

+971 52 611 1107

Kilometres: 0
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DEALS ON WHEELS DUBAI

77 MOTORS

Make:

Rolls-Royce Dawn

Make:

Mclaren P1

Year:

2018

Year:

2015

Kilometres: 32

Kilometres: 5800

Price:

Price:

1,425,000

5,000,000

Telephone: +971 4 338 7777

Telephone: +971 55 488 7755

AL KETBI MOTORS

111 USED CARS

Make:

Maserati Ghibli

Make:

Land Rover Defender SVX KAHN Design

Year:

2016

Year:

2009

Kilometres: 73,500

Kilometres: 5000

Price:

Price:

165,000

Telephone: +971 52 300 2007

350,000

Telephone: +971 50 761 4111
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AL QASSEM AUTO GROUP DUBAI

DIAMOND CLASS MOTORS

Make:

Mercedes-Benz S 560 4MATIC

Make:

Porsche Macan

Year:

2019

Year:

2018

Kilometres: 0

Kilometres: 25,000

Price:

Price:

590,000

209,000

Telephone: +971 50 400 0930

Telephone: +971 50 477 3348

SIMURGH USED CARS TRADING

DIAMOND CLASS MOTORS

ROYAL MOTORS
Make:

Ferrari 458 Speciale limited Edition

Price:		2,750,000

Make:

BMW X5 XDrive 35i

Make:

Audi TT 45 TFSI

Year:

2015

Telephone:		

Year:

2017

Year:

2016

Kilometres: 0

+971 52 934 0555

Kilometres: 0

Kilometres: 35,000

Price:

Price:

195,000

Telephone: +971 50 453 8575
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2018

109,000

Telephone: +971 50 477 3348
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AL QALAM MOTORS
Make:

Bentley Continental GT W12 First edition

Price:		1,400,000

Year:

2019

Telephone:		

Kilometres: 100

90

+971 56 277 7877

SARDAR AUTO

555 MOTORS

Make:

BMW X4 28i M Sport Pack

Make:

Mercedes-Benz GLA 45 Turbo Edition 1 4MATIC

Year:

2017

Year:

2015

Kilometres: 19

Kilometres: 47,000

Price:

Price:

165,000

Telephone: +971 50 926 6193

Telephone: +971 54 494 2224

SIMURGH USED CARS TRADING

VEYRON USED CARS TRADING LLC

Make:

Jaguar XE R-SPORT

Make:

Morgan Aero 8

Year:

2016

Year:

2010

Kilometres: 0

Kilometres: 31,000

Price:

Price:

109,000

Telephone: +971 50 453 8575
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155,000

515,000

Telephone: +971 56 321 9090
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Lead Tracker is an app developed
specifically for real estate agents,
offering them real-time access to
their clients and enquiries while
on the go.

NEVER MISS
A LEAD AGAIN
WITH LEAD TRACKER AGENT APP

“Lead Tracker is one of the most useful apps I’ve ever
come across. It’s great when you are having a busy day, got
a lot of meetings and calls, you can go to the app and keep
track of all the details. It helps you keep on top of your
work and provide the best service to your clients.”
Ryan Hudson
Assistant Branch Manager
Allsopp & Allsopp

Exclusive and free to
Property Finder clients

DOWNLOAD NOW
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HAPPY DIAMONDS COLLECTION
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